"LAUGHING IN THE SPIRIT - !!!"

This PHENOMENON was PREDICTED in SM 2....the first 100 to 200 pages. This is FAR BIGGER than any of us even DREAMEd! It is taking the World by storm. They built a special church for it in TORONTO - CANADA. Going "ROUND THE CLOCK!" This is the CENTER - it seems they have to come there to "GET THE POWER!" and take it back to their CONGREGATIONS round the World. Led by "PENTECOS-TALISM!" (PROTESTANTISM not ROMANISM!)

WHEN IT REACHES ITS ZENITH:

It will be led by: "Those who have GREAT LIGHT and who have NOT walked in it - will have DARKNESS corresponding to the LIGHT they have DESPISED!" TM 126,163,229. "...REVEALING the NET of FALSE THEORIES, RELIGIONS, and PHILOSOPHIES which SATAN has spread to catch UNWARY SOULS-??? By thus doing the WORD OF GOD, we shall be LIGHTS IN THE WORLD - III" TM 282.

WILL THE TRUTH BE GIVEN BY ADVENTISTS - ???

How can they as the "SCROLL UNROLL!!" "DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND are IN THE CHURCH!" T5:210. Even to "THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" SM 1:204-8. THEY WILL LEAD IN THE FINAL HOURS! THEY WILL BE CUT DOWN IN THE PULPITS! "...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211.

The Weekend Sun, Saturday, October 7, 1995

LAUGHING WITH THE LORD: Pam Neely, of Texas, cuts loose during a prayer session at the Toronto Vineyard Fellowship Church in November 1994.
IN THIS MAGAZINE - p.12-15. There is a "PLEDGE!" It is said to be from RH MAY 26, 1904. There is no such "PLEDGE!" there. "OH!" He says it is a "PARAPHRASE!" If we understand WEBSTER aright - a DOZEN people could "PARAPHRASE!" a certain THOUGHT or GROUP OF WORDS - and come up with a DOZEN "PARAPHRASES!" SOMETHING LIKE ELLEN WHITE WROTE THE ORIGINAL 1884 "GREAT CONTROVERSY!" and URIAH SMITH did not LIKE it so he made a "PARAPHRASE!" or a "NEW TRANSLATION!" OR "VERSION!" WEBSTER SAYS IT IS THE SAME THING - "PARAPHRASE!" - "TRANSLATION!" - "VERSION!"

"THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" that ELLEN WHITE WROTE - is NOTHING LIKE THE COPY THAT URIAH SMITH MADE - especially the FIRST CHAPTER! (See p.(38)-(37). SAYING THE VERY OPPOSITE! But that is what the CHURCH wants and the GROSBOBS and the URIAH SMITHS is what the "REVIEW!" CLOWNS such as WILLIAM JOHNSON - dishes out to them. And he ADMITS IT!!! Which is the PHILOSOPHY of "MASON-RY!!" Give them LIVELY LILTING LULLABIES! That will put BABIES TO SLEEP but will hardly HELP them in "THE TIME OF TROUBLE!"

TO REPEAT - THIS JOHN GROSBOBS "PLEDGE!" COULD BE WRITTEN A DOZEN WAYS AND SO THE ENTIRE ARTICLE! IS LIFE A HAPPY-GO-LUCKY EXISTENCE-?? MORE IMPORTANT - DOES NO ONE REBUKE ANYONE ELSE-?? Be a BLIND LAO-DICEAN and see NO "ABOMINATIONS!" and thus NEVER BE SEALED-!!! You don't just HAND OUT BOUQUETS OF ROSES without WARNING them of the THORNS!

SO FOR GROSBOBS AND JOHNSON TO "SEE ONLY THE GOOD!" THAT IS NOT NOT NOT RH MAY 26, 1904.
IN READING ANYONE'S WRITINGS WE MUST SEE WHAT IS A "QUOTE!" or does he slip in his OWN WORDS—???, LIKE p.14— "...we may KNOW the CERTAINTY of our SALVATION!" THAT WAS NO QUOTE—!!! THAT WAS "WILSON-FOLKENBERG-JOHNSON!" THAT WAS "UNLIMITED-UNCONDITIONAL-UNCEASING!"

GROSBOLL—SELF APPOINTED "MOUTH-PIECE!" FOR THE ADVENTIST CHURCH—will WIN THE MAJORITY—this we know—he has OPENLY PLEDGED TO DO THAT—!!! YES! THEY WILL BE "A HAPPY GANG!" until "SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!" If "HAPPINESS!" is all you require—the BOTTLE will do that, too. SO DO NOT PICK OUT OF RH MAY 26, 1904. JUST WHAT YOU LIKE—!!! Nor PICK and CHOOSE like the "UNCLEAN BIRDS OF THE "APOCALYPSE!" But that is what a "PARAPHRASE!" IS—!!!

IT COMES DOWN TO "JUDGING!" SHUT YOUR EYES! (BLIND LAODICEAN!) and like the THREE MONKEYS—SEE NO EVIL—HEAR NO EVIL—DO NO EVIL! Then "PRESTO!" IT IS ALL GONE! THEN GROSBOLL becomes a GOOD LIAR! Is that "NAME-CALLING!" NOT NOT IF IT IS TRUE! THOSE "NAMES!" are NOT to be THROWN AROUND. (DID CHRIST THROW THEM AROUND?) "YE ARE OF YOUR FATHER, THE DEVIL—AND HIS WORKS YE DO! HE WAS A LIAR FROM THE BEGINNING!"

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS:

BE A MORON—HAVE A STUPID GRIN ON YOUR FACE—MAKE PEOPLE LAUGH! (A CLOWN! JESTER!) HIDE BEHIND THAT MASK! Let MULTITUDES BE LOST! NO ONE IS WARNED! A DOCTOR HAD SOMEBODY COME AFTER HOURS—HE INSISTED HE NEEDED HELP! The DOCTOR took one look at him: "WHY! YOU ARE THE WORLD FAMOUS CLOWN!—???, YES! But I am MISERABLE—MOODY—THINK I AM GOING "CRAZY!" "CAN YOU DO SOMETHING FOR ME—???, No, it is not all "PEACHES AND CREAM!" We have to face a REAL WORLD—!!! They can go to a "CIRCUS! LAUGH!" and learn "NOTHING!" "SHOW THEM ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS! REPENT?" AS BACHAND ASKED: "DO ADVENTISTS EVER REPENT?" OR NEVER REPENT—???, THANK GOD FOR EYESIGHT TO SEE THE ERROR—and put it away—!!! Or do you want "GROSBOLL!" and BACK to the CHURCH?

WE HAVE SOMETHING BETTER—!!!

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"
FROM: Sr. Ann M. Fredericks, P.O. Box 1032
REYGERSDAL, ATLANTIS 7352
CAPE TOWN, Rep. of S. Africa

To: Brother Hoehn:

Thank you for the "McCoy Chart!" May the Lord in Heaven light up your Spiritual Path. You are responsible for so much Light going around in this World. Through this I can see that when we live up to the LIGHT received we will receive GREATER LIGHT. I can only say since I have SEPARATED from ALL CHURCHES, since I have received your literature which is the PURE TRUTH, I have only advanced, so many beautiful messages have come to the front. DARKNESS is and has DISAPPEARED and LIGHT has penetrated. Every time I share with OTHERS whether they ACCEPT or REJECT - new rays shine through.

BY THIS I can also see we are living in solemn times.
RH may 27, 1890: "THE LIGHT which LIGHTENS the Earth with its GLORY, will be called "A FALSE LIGHT!" by those who refuse to WALK in its advancing "GLORY!" T4:381: "MANY are going DIRECTLY CONTRARY to the LIGHT which God has given His people, because they DO NOT READ THE BOOKS which contain LIGHT and KNOWLEDGE in CAUTIONS, REPROOFS, and WARNINGS."

THE REASON for the last quotation is - two weeks after I received the "McCoy-Hoehn Chart" - two of the GERMAN REFORM HIERARCHY came to my home to see my Mother who is a member of them. On my living room wall was this CHART. I invited them to have a look at it. I pointed out to them that "PHILADELPHIA!" was ALIVE and WELL and GOING THROUGH to HEAVEN. The CHART shows since 1852 a DEVIATION occurred then a NARROW PATH (not as NARROW as the UPPER ONE) wound upward again out from LAODICEA heading STRAIGHT UP to PHILADELPHIA - JOINING with the CHURCH of REV. 3:7-13. THE CHURCH under the HEAVY RAINBOW OF PROMISE. (NOT the "RAINBOW" of TUTU or MANDELA, for MANDELA calls the SOUTH AFRICANS "CHILDREN OF THE RAINBOW!" One of the reasons I want to "IMMIGRATE!" to HEAVEN!)
Two weeks after this meeting or visit at my place they planned a Sabbath afternoon discussion on "WHY THERE WON'T BE A SEA IN HEAVEN." A friend of mine went to visit them being interested to know, what the answer was on the subject about the SEA.

Her report back to me was - "ANN - did you not talk to those people about PHILADELPHIA??" I said - why yes? I did. She said: "Well they did not discuss anything on the "SEA SUBJECT" but instead this Vice President had a discussion on "PHILADELPHIA!" And I remembered you mentioned to me you let them look at the CHART on your wall.

Apparently this Mr. Gala-Gala as his name is - told the REFORMERS, they are PHILADELPHIANS because 1914 they BROKE AWAY FROM LAODICEA, and are traveling on the NARROW PATH. Can you see the subtlety of SATAN. Three persons have SEPARATED from the REFORM MOVEMENT the past year. They have heeded the message of "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!!!" Others are asking QUESTIONS, now this Mr. Gala-Gala brings a SOOTHING MESSAGE of "ONLY BELIEVE!" Sleep on a little longer, it is all "PEACE and SAFETY!" little realizing "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION COMETH!" (T8:250.) And the IRONY of it is that they want to stay with their IDOLS, after they have received WARNING after WARNING. T4:180,185,200: "While men will not heed REPEATED WARNINGS, they are PLEASED with FALSE TEACHERS who FLATTER their VANITY and STRENGTHEN their INIQUITY, but who will FAIL TO HELP THEM in the Day of Trouble...God will send REPROOF and WARNINGS to His people as long as they continue upon Earth." (T4:180.)

But then again we must not be AMAZED at these things for we read in MATT. 24:24: "For there shall arise FALSE CHRISTS and FALSE PROPHETS!" And this Mr. Gala-Gala is a FALSE PROPHET which I hope to tell him when I see him again.

God bless you in the good work. I pray the Lord in Heaven to preserve you in health till the day He comes, to give you wisdom...till you have been SEALED by the living God...Thank you for the tapes. You may use my letter or parts of it as you see fit. THANK YOU, GOD BLESS.

S. ANN M. FREDERICKS
BESSIE W. GLENN: - I sure appreciated your letter - Aug. 13, 1995. Made me laugh how you took care of those "SELF-INVITED" LAODICEANS. God bless you...

SEPT. 4, 1995

W. H. MOYES - N.Z: I believe I owe you two "THANK YOU'S!" for sending me the book and a copy of (THE LETTER TO YOU) - I was sure interested in her EVALUATION of "THE HAPPY GANG!" Especially CAREY ROWLANDSON being so BUDDY- BUDDY with that "STAY WITH THE CHURCH!" OUTFIT. I thought he knew better. If you send me her NAME I could send her a CHART. We are in RICH ORE in the MINING. (DRILLING-PROSPECTING.) But it will take a long time to get ASSAYS and the like...

GOD BLESS YOU...

SEPT. 4, 1995

DEAR SOUL: I sure liked your letter. "I SAT UP STRAIGHT IN MY CHAIR-!!!" We need more who will "SIT STRAIGHT UP-!!!" (When they find the BOOKS have been CHANGED!) Could you send me a list of NAMES ("HEALTH REFORMERS!") Seems no use for the other kind!

"The Lord has made US His stewards. He has placed His means in OUR hands...He has reserved the TITHE as His sacred portion (JUST FOR MINISTERS?) to be used in SENDING THE GOSPEL to all parts of the World." T9:51. (Also to 9 and 62.)

"But while SOME go forth to PREACH, He calls upon OTHERS to answer to His claims upon them for TITHES and OFFERINGS with which to SUPPORT the MINISTRY and - and - and TO SPREAD THE PRINTED TRUTH all over the land!" T4: 472. (No. They wouldn't repeat THIS - WOULD THEY-???) (OTHER REFERENCES THAT I HAVE THAT BEAR ON THIS SUBJECT TO ONE DEGREE OR ANOTHER: PK 416. T4:166. SG 4:38-41. T5:457. SERIES A:23! (LEFT OUT!)

TO: "NARROW PATH PUBLISHERS" - MALO, WA. U.S.A.

HI FROM CANADA!

I wish to thank you so much for all the materials and tapes you've sent. They keep me occupied as I listen often and read the materials over MANY times.
Since I was never an SDA member, the names of LEADERS are unknown to me but the overall gist of EVENTS during this past century are VERY CLEAR. THANK GOD we have alert and dedicated people to UNSCRAMBLE it all for us and then ASSEMBLE MRS. WHITE’S WRITINGS into a comprehensible order. (As originally written.)

BLESS YOU AND BROTHER HOEHN!

#30.00

Lois E. Dillon - Montreal

DEC. 14, 1994

Dear Bro. Hoehn:

Have been receiving your booklets, and other info for some time. But have not enjoyed it as much as these last ones, you had info for me that I needed to know.

Even though I had some info but not all that I needed to put the PUZZLE completely together. So glad you have put in MORE info on what we need for these Last Days. Instead of about "THE CHURCHES!" because, like you say - they are DEAD (76:267,426,445.) And when you are DEAD - you know not ANYTHING!

I have tried to reach some of those I thought could be helped, but all they did was ACCUSE ME of deserting them, that sure was a "HELP!" to me! I must say over the years they still say the SAME THING. I DESERTED THEM and why don’t I come BACK to the Church. And that’s just about all they know.

I agree on what you have said. I will NAME some of them "MODERN REVIVALS!" How "URIAH SMITH ADVENTISM!" befuddled this people! I have heard it somewhere before...I sure like this, GOD calls His servants by ANOTHER NAME! Isa. 65:15. I thought so. Rev. 2:17; 3:12. But I cannot find this in Sister White’s writings where you said to look for the info on "THE NAME!" Or did I miss the right info? (IN THE "REPRINT" - Part One - of "PUBLICATION No. 447 - "CHARACTER!" we find p.23: "By the NAME of JESUS CHRIST of Nazareth, whom ye CRUCIFIED...Neither is there salvation IN ANY OTHER NAME under Heaven...whereby ye must be saved." EW 193-4.)

"MILLIONS" of people have proven the POWER in the Name of Jesus - and than NAME will go through to the End..."The BATTLE raged..."
the ARMY following the banner with the inscription, "The com-
mandments of God, and the faith of JESUS was gloriously TRI-
umphant." T8:41. "As they BY FAITH enter the MOST HOLY -
they find JESUS." EW 255. (Not YAHWEH!) No. 447, p.23.
"...two or three are gathered in MY NAME - "There am I in the
midst!" p.39. (WHEN THE JEWISH) "PRIESTS AND PEOPLE hear
the Message that JEREMIAH delivered to them in the NAME of
THE LORD, (NOT YAHWEH!) they were VERY ANGRY and de-
clared that he should DIE..."THIS MAN IS WORTHY TO DIE!"
p.44. "But if CHRISTIANS are such in NAME only, they are like
the SALT that has LOST its SAVOR. They have no influence
for good in the World. Through their MISREPRESENTATION of
"GOD!" - they are WORSE than UNBELIEVERS! "Ye are the
LIGHT of the WORLD!"...The religion of the BIBLE is not to be
confined between the covers of a book, nor within the walls of
a CHURCH!" DA 306.

NOW BACK TO THE LETTER:

"You were talking about MESMERISM, called Seventh-day
Adventist N.L.P. INSTRUCTORS trained by Dr. John Savage in
Lab 2 of "NEURO-LINGUISTIC PROGRAMMING" as of August
1991. Then eight pages of NAMES (of SDA's) who have
taken this INSTRUCTION, from all over the U.S.A., but none
from CANADA, but they are I suppose. I got it from a re-
tired Minister in California.

The professed SDA's are so UNGODLY, they don't know
where to go to get info from God. They think they can go
EVERYWHERE, but to GOD. It's hard to believe they are so
BLIND that they will try ANYTHING ELSE. When you never
REBUKE SIN and call it by its RIGHT NAME - that is what
happens, now your God is SATAN - you TALK like SATAN -
you ACT like SATAN, and GOD says, "IT IS WRITTEN!!" And
for this CAUSE He will send them STRONG DELUSION, that
they should believe a LIE!" 2 Thess. 2: 11. When all they
have to do is go to the BIBLE and SISTER WHITE'S
AUTHENTIC WRITINGS.

"But the COMFORTER, which is the HOLY GHOST,
WHOM the FATHER will send IN MY NAME! He will
teach you all things, and bring all things to your
REMEMBRANCE whatsoever I have said unto you."
JOHN14:26.

Thank you in Jesus' Name for your Spiritual Guidance.
And your Wife. We love you in Jesus' Precious Name.
Always and forever. In Jesus Christ.

Tommie Rae Matz.

Pray without ceasing. 2 Thess. 5:17.
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - SEPT. 19, 1995

To keep our head above water when the ERRORS of SATAN come in as a FLOOD in these last moments of TIME - we must have something SOLID under our FEET - called: "THE "FOUN-
DAITION!" OF OUR FAITH!" Also called a "PLATFORM!" There is such a thing as "QUICKSAND!" where there seems to be "NO BOTTOM!" NOTHING SOLID! Once you are in it - the more you STRUGGLE - the faster you SINK!

HOW DOES SATAN GET US INTO THIS "QUAGMIRE?" By getting us to believe the "GROSBOSS!" OF TODAY - and the "FROOMS!" and the "URIAH SMITHS!" of YESTERDAY! That the "CHURCH!" is a SOLID "FOUNDAITION!" "THE ENEMY OF SOULS HAS SOUGHT TO BRING IN THE SUPPOSITION (ONLY A QUICK-
SAND SUPPOSITION!" NOTHING SOLID TO IT!"

THE SUPPOSI-

TION: THAT A "GREAT REFORMATION!" was to take place am-

ong "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" "And that this "REFOR-
MATION!" would consist in GIVING UP the DOCTRINES which stand as the "PILLARS!" of OUR FAITH, and engaging in a "PROCESS!" of REORGANIZATION...OUR RELIGION would be CHANGED...COUNTED as ERROR. A NEW ORGANIZATION...

BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER...Their "FOUNDAITION!" would be built on the ("QUICK!"") SAND and STORM and TEMPEST would sweep away the structure!" SM 1:204-5. (1904). T5:689-691.

DO WE UNDERSTAND THIS CORRECTLY?!

EVERY "CHURCH!" (ORGANIZATION) IS "FINISHED!" There is NOTHING to REDEEM! They are OFF! - the "FOUNDAITION!"
Nothing SOLID under their "ECUMENICAL!" - "CHURCH GROWTH!"
FEET! "And those who ENCOURAGE the SINNER...GOD WILL CURSE!" T3:272. RH 2:49,50.

MARSHALL GROSBOSS PHONED "THE HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY!"

And wanted to be put on OUR MAILING LIST because we had for MANY YEARS been EXPOSING "LAODICEAN JAW-BREAK-
ERS!" one by one. He mentioned RON SPEAR and VANCE FER-
RELL - and I said: "THESE ARE TWO OF OUR BEST WRITERS!
TOO BAD THEY STAY WITH THAT T8:250 HARLOT!" MARSHALL GROSBOSS SAID: "DON'T BE TOO SURE!" We will wait and see! About a year later - MARSHALL GROSBOSS was killed in that PLANE CRASH.
JOHN J. GROSBOY is taking those SAME STRONG REFERENCES and gives them a "LAODICEAN TWIST!" including: "...we may KNOW of our SALVATION!" "HISTORIC ADVENTIST LANDMARKS!" p.14, August 1995. And if we know what's good for us we will accept "OUR (NOT SO FIRM!) FOUNDATION!" - A.T. JONES - TAYLOR BUNCH - 666 BEAST - DO NOT FIND FAULT WITH THE "FAULT-FINDING!" FROOMS - NICHOLS - SAINT RICHARDS - FOLKENBERG'S "CERTAINTY!!" - WM. JOHANSSON'S "I AM SAVED!" ANYTHING LAODICEA TEACHES JOHN J. SAYS: "AMEN!" ANYTHING GOES-!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - SEPT. 22, 1995

COMING BACK TO "THE GREATEST RELIGIOUS PHENOMENON OF ALL TIME!" "LAUGHING IN THE SPIRIT!" now sweeping "CHRISTENDOM!" on a BIGGER SCALE than we would like to believe POSSIBLE! We now have "CHRISTIAN NEWS" (Editor, Herman Otten) 3277 Boeuf Lutheran Road, NEW HAVEN, MO 63068-9568. $25.00 per year. CANADA & FOREIGN - $30.00 U.S. (2 copies - $1.00).

Vol. 33, No. 33, Monday, September 11, 1995

Showing BOTH SIDES of any ISSUE. Taking after the DIZZY DAFFIES of this "LAUGHING HUMBUG!" From this we find they have NO DOCTRINAL "HANG-UPS!" for is it not all "LOVE and UNITY-???". If you once started dealing in "DOCTRINE!" or "ISSUES!" - how could you maintain "PEACE and SAFETY!" if you deal in "DOCTRINE-???". So they do NOT! "GO BACK TO THE CHURCH OF YOUR CHOICE!" This is a definite "ONE-WORLD CHURCH!" MOVEMENT. So, above all - don't "FIND FAULT!" with "HYPNOTISM - SPIRITUALISM!" or ANYTHING!

"CHRISTIANITY TODAY!" is now BLESSING this movement. (BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM!) Although it comes under numerous MONIKERS - the really BIG ONE IS "PROMISE KEEPERS!" LAUGHING - STAGGERING - GROANING - REELING - STOMPING - DANCING - COLLAPSING - 12 meetings in USA attended by 31,000 - in ADELAIDE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA - 38,000. ANGLICAN and especially PENTECOSTALS TAKE THE LEAD. And the MORE THEY HEAR OF PEOPLE INVOLVED - the MORE that will MOVE "HEAVEN and EARTH!" to get there to take PART and get IMPLICATED - MOON-STRUCK - MONOMANIACS.

IT WAS PREDICTED: "HOLY FLESH!!" SM 2:31 and on to 100 or 200 pages!
It always seems they have to have SHOUTING and PRAYING and SINGING all together with DANCING — DEMONS in the form of MEN — ARE PRESENT!! SM 2:37. Do not know what was "PIPED and HARPED! Nor wherefore they were come TOGETHER!"


"Dr. Jack Van Impe has within the past year been EFFUSIVE in his PRAISE for Pope John Paul II, calling him 'this great Pope,' etc. He says: 'we (RC's & JV's) agree on the great fundamentals of the faith and said (12/94 tape): "...I've been reading the Catholic Catechism, 2,865 points, backed with 5,000 to 6,000 verses of Scriptures. This is the Word of God. Of course there are some things where I don't agree. But I find many of these things in our Protestant churches as well. But this thing blessed my heart. This piece of literature, saturated with the precious Word of God...Dutch Calvinist Abraham Kuyper saying Rome is not our enemy...Yes, we have so much IN COMMON." (ELLEN G. WHITE: "When the LEADING CHURCHES of the UNITED STATES, UNITING upon such points of DOCTRINE as are held by them IN COMMON, shall influence the STATE to ENFORCE their DECREES and to SUSTAIN their INSTITUTIONS, then PROTESTANT AMERICA will have FORMED AN IMAGE of the ROMAN HIERARCHY, and the infliction of CIVIL PENALTIES upon DISSENTERS will INEVITABLY RESULT!" GC 445. 1884 GC 278.)"

"TURRET OF THE TIMES!" ("THE CHRISTIAN NEWS!") reporting on "DR. JACK VAN IMPE!" and others who are finding SO MUCH IN COMMON! with "CATHOLIC CATECHISM!" Does the ADVENTIST CHURCH ALSO so that "BY SILENCE GIVE CONSENT—???" "DECEIVING AND BEING DECEIVED!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY — SEPT. 23, 1995

I have just been reading VANCE FERRELL — "THE AUGUST 1995 INFORMATION PACK!" There are some real healthy "EYE-OPENERS!"

***(1) THE PAPACY. Pages 216–227 of an on-coming BOOK. How POPE PIUS IX went about to declare his "INFAILIBILITY!" in a PAPAL BULL in 1849. How he PREPARED THE WAY by sending out encyclical SYLLABUSES! Pre-council DEMANDS for BISHOPS to DECLARE how they would VOTE!
**(2)** Do you see any **connection** how Brinsmead set himself up by sending out his **"silly buses!"** (Recycling the errors of his **opposition!**) and did Pope Folkenberg do the **same—??** Not inviting and not paying the way for his enemies to appear at the next council—?? Very same **ploy!!!** So did Pope Pius **II.**

**(3)** And here is where Adventism learned the neat trick — if you could not vote for a measure — step out when the **votes are taken!!!** So there will be 533 votes for and 2 opposed. That way they have **"consensus of opinion!"** Which seems **so important** in some circles! Then they watch what happens to the two who were brave enough to openly challenge the papacy! Sent overseas to pin **diapers** on Chinese babies! (Oh! I forgot! Chinese do not use diapers!) You have to watch where you step!

**(4)** Pope Pius **II** — what elaborate precautions he had to take to declare his infallibility and have himself set forth as a **"god!"** Three or four Adventist (Jewish!) ministers who came to our meetings in far Eastern Canada — did not have near the trouble the pope had — to go across the United States — declaring themselves **"Gods!"** (All this is in our past writings! That is why we are reprinting! one by one. We have one in the press now!)

**(5)** This same pope wanted to bring in **"Mariology!"** A woman **"mediatrix!"** He had a terrible time to overcome the objections of the bishops. But he schemed his way through it. **The theory** (or **"dogma!"**) is that **"the most holy virgin!"** is a woman and thus more tender — compassionate and could influence the decisions of her **"divine son!"** So we pray to **her!!!**

**(6)** It should be **simple** for an Adventist to throw that **"religion!"** for a loop — that no other religion can. It can be done in **five words!** But adventism in the year 1995 seems to have lost the ability to do this! Ask Jesuit Rae where she **"plagiarized!"** this from: **"Mother-mary is not alive!"** She can **"intercede for no one!!! The dogma — giving her a "god-like status!"** will help **"nothing!** Nor **"canonize!"** a 14-year old girl for having seen **"the virgin at Lourdes, France!"**
Prove that she is not alive, and you prove another papal fraud!!! Where are the Adventists who are so anxious to condemn "Romanism! Romanism! Romanism!" to appear at Sacred Lourdes — with a truck-load of tracts?? DisPELLing the "Immaculate Conception!" and "Dante's Inferno!" with one fell swoop!!! No "Mother Mary!" No "Souls writhing in hell!" You want to expose the errors of the papacy! Expose that! One as fraudulent as the other! And where is "MOUTH-PIECE John J. Grosboll??" Or "MOUTH-PIECE John Osborne??" Both sound so uncommonly alike!!! Both have a pledge/covenant to sign!!! Both swear eternal allegiance to Mother Laodicea! Even though "Many have a name to live while they have become spiritually dead!" T5:73. "Twice dead, plucked up by the roots!" TM 81, 155, 451. Cor 36. RH 1:208; 2:423. "Worse than dead!" BC 7:963. Ghouls worship the dead!!! Grave robbers!!! Mother Mary — mother Laodicea — are both "dead!" Let them be!

***(7) "Today a large part of those who compose our congregations are dead in trespasses and sins!" T4:426. "God is not the God of the dead but of the living!" Matt. 22:32. "Mariology!" is worshipping dead! So is worshipping in "lower adventsia!" one as useless as the other! "The only cure for a useless, inefficient life, is "effort!" determined, persevering "effort!" TM 183. But the "awakening!" came to America beating their "Tom-toms!" for "No effort!" Christ does it all!!! Not once — did they look in the index! They just trusted "Brinsmead!" and "Wright!" slovenly — lackadaisical — irresponsible — bums!!! They learned it from "Babylon!" Venden said to "try to behave!" only made it "worse!" Fred Wright said to "try!" was a "double sin!" You wonder sometimes — where such "queers!" come from. Or why so many fall for them! Can spend more time at the ball-game (And don't forget the beer!)

***(8) Those who have a "mad-on!" against Romanism should not forget that Rome was great for sports — theatricals — drama — show-offs. Adventists are now going in for Sports! Medals! Cups! Again — did they look in the index??? Games — amusements — holidays! Excitement — empty-heads! The bottle! Kill-the-umpire! More and more women are going for it. T9:89-93. A sign of the times!
THE GREATEST SPORT OF ALL! "THE TORONTO BLESSING!" LAUGHING IN THE SPIRIT! GET SO EXCITED THEY START PULLING THEIR CLOTHES OFF!!! AND THE AUDIENCE HOLLERS MORE! MORE! MORE! THEY STOP AT NOTHING! IT IS ALL "LOVE and UNITY!" Of course each one reacts DIFFERENTLY! That's what makes it so EXCITING! They will come THOUSANDS OF MILES to see the FREE SHOW! "FANATICISM will appear in the very midst of US...I hang out the DANGER SIGNAL...AN EXCITEMENT OF FEELING...will lead UNBALANCED MINDS...A RAPTURE OF FEELING...;" SM 2:16-18. "IMMORALITY will come in, and EXTRAVAGANCE, and many will make SHIPWRECK of FAITH!" SM 2:59. "COME OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE!" SM 2:67. "...CONVERT THE CHURCH INTO BABYLON!" SM 2:68. "ALL THE WORLD WILL BE TESTED!" SM 2:116. "ASSOCIATE YOURSELVES, O ye My people, and ye shall be BROKEN IN PIECES!" SM 2:122. "PRINCE IMMANUEL cannot be UNITED with the FREE MASONs!" SM 2:140. "AWAKE from the DEAD...CONFEDERACIES will INCREASE...forming NEW PARTIES OF PROFESSED BELIEVERS...The APOSTASY will INCREASE...and DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!" SM 2:382-3. "CHARMED with a SPURIOUS HOLINESS!" SM 2:393. (You should see things LEFT OUT!) "...MISAPPLYING THE WORD and setting the people adrift WITHOUT AN ANCHOR TO HOLD THEM!" SM 2:104.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - AUGUST 15, 1995

If we go by "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" and "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" Then we INEVITABLY come to TWO THINGS:

(1) THE TEN VIRGIN PARABLE (and MATT. 25:...)
(2) THE FATE OF JERUSALEM (THE CHURCH AND "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" FIRST CHAPTER!)

BOTH HAVE BEEN CHANGED (BY "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!")

We will get NOWHERE unless we abide by certain GROUND RULES! (SUCH AS WHAT-???) We better be sure (WHAT-!!!) for there are 1,000 DIFFERING DOCTRINES and we have to "SET OUR FACES LIKE A FLINT!" "GOD HAS NOT CHANGED. His POWER is no less now than in the days of ELIJAH..."He that receiveth a PROPHET in the NAME of a PROPHET - shall receive a "PROPHET'S REWARD!" MATT. 10:41. T6:346-7.

WE MENTIONED "MATT. 25:...!" IT STARTS OUT WITH:
"TEN VIRGINS!" who "WENT FORTH!" and there are SOME who at this LATE DATE want us as a UNITED CHURCH "TO GO FORTH!" What do they pay NO REGARD TO—??? Never having learned to STUDY—!!!

"TIME - PLACE - CIRCUMSTANCES - !!!"

SM 1:57. SM 2:117. What we want to study today - are the "CIRCUMSTANCES-!!! THE SAME AS IN 1844-??? That a handful of BELIEVERS can just pick themselves up and "GO FORTH-??? That was MATT. 25:1. But as we go on we find a:

1) DIVISION between WISE and FOOLISH! They are NOT the SAME as in 1844! (2) Since "THE BRIDEGROOM TARRIED!" and DID NOT "COME!" they fell ASLEEP on the JOB! (And then "WHAT-??")

WE ARE NOT NOW IN MATT. 25:1 any LONGER but things have HAPPENED - We now face "SLEEPING TIME! DREAMING TIME!" (And then a SUDDEN "WAKING TIME!") And there is a SPLIT between "WISE!" and "FOOLISH!" But there is something ELSE that no one can "SEE!" unless they go by "THE PROPHET!" It is EMBODIED-IN-ONE-WORD-!!! A "CRY!" at "MIDNIGHT!"

There we are back again to "TIME-PLACE-CIRCUMSTANCES-!!!" Do the "TEN VIRGINS!" WAKE THEMSELVES-??? HOW COULD THEY IF THEY "ALL" awake or AROUSE unless they were "ALL ASLEEP!" So WHO made "THE CRY-???"

HERE WE GO INTO A WHOLE RETINUE OF "LIGHT!" FROM "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" GIVEN TO US JUST FOR THIS TIME-!!! JUST SPECIAL for "THE INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" "THE SEALING!" "THE 144,000!" "THE CLOSE OF PROBATION!" "PHILADELPHIA vs LAODICEA!" "CHARACTER BUILDING!" That we IGNORE at our own RISK-!!! WHERE-DO-WE-START-???

WE START WITH "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" CHAPTER

(1) WE FIND THE "JEWES!" RUSHED INTO "THE HOLY CITY!" ANY KIND OF A RIFF-RAFF! JUST INTERESTED IN "NUMBERS!" "QUANTITY!" not "QUALITY!" And were "SLAUGHTERED-!!!"

(2) THE PREDICTION that this HISTORY will be REPEATED only "WORSE!" this TIME! So they FRANTICALLY went to WORK to CHANGE THE WRITINGS-!!! THAT THIS "CHURCH!" WOULD REPEAT THE HISTORY OF "JEWES!" that will NEVER DO-!!! WHERE IS THE ERASER-???
And THIS the PROPHET PREDICTED ALSO—!!! GIVE IN—???
BACK UP—??? NEVER—!!! They will just get "TOWERING MAD!"
that the "PROPHET!" predicted their "DOOM!" THE SOLUTION?

MATT. 25:6 "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

1884 ORIGINAL GC 38: "SO HE HAS WARNED HIS PEOPLE..."
And their URIAH SMITH EDITION - 1888 GC 37: "SO HE HAS
WARNED THE WORLD..." YOU NEED NO APOLOGETIC DECEIVER
LIAR - HYPOCRITE - DUPE - STORY TELLER - IMPOSTER
STOOL PIGEON - CHEAT - SWINDLER - HUMBUG - to try to
tell you ANY DIFFERENT - you can UNDERSTAND ENGLISH
you can lay both BOOKS DOWN and SEE THE DIFFERENCE!!!
And give them NOT ANOTHER DIME to carry on their SUBTER-
FUGE! Even if they GATHER 2,000 A DAY! SO DID THE JEWS!
ONLY MADE A BIGGER "SLAUGHTER!"

"GATHER YOURSELVES (not the LORD'S GATHERING - the
GATHERING OF YOURSELVES!)" "GATHER YOURSELVES TO-
GETHER...O NATION NOT DESIRED; BEFORE the DECREE bear
forth...BEFORE the FIERCE ANGER of the LORD come upon YOU
(REPEATED TWICE)....Seek ye the LORD, all ye MEEK of the
Earth...it may be YE-SHAL-BE-HID in the "DAY!" of the
LORD'S ANGER! ZEPHANIAH 2:1-3. (FOOTNOTE TO "INDIF-
FERENT!" and "COULDN'T-CARE-LESS!") "CARELESS!" LAODI-
CEANS! THEIR FATAL CHOICE!" T1:180. (THEIR CHOICE -
THEIR FATE!) Go ahead and "GATHER!" ye "UNBELIEVERS!
It will help you NOT-AT-ALL—!!! Will they LISTEN—??? As in OLD
JERUSALEM - so FEW and FAR BETWEEN - leaving only TWO or
THREE "IN THINE HOUSE!" "AS IN THE DAYS OF NOAH—!!!

ALL THE ABOVE IS TRUE!

○ ○ ○ ○ ○

THEIR "GATHERING!" THEIR "NUMBERS!" IS FOR "NOTHING!"

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

○ ○ ○ ○ ○

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - SEPT. 28, 1995

SR. ANN and myself are taking "CHELATION TREATMENTS"-
150 miles from here, just about run the wheels off the car.
Having all sorts of TESTS made to see if we have what they
call "HEAVY METALS!" in our systems. Even the FDA ADMITS
"CHELATION!" takes LEAD out of your system. The FIRST
THING to find out - are you POISONED with "HEAVY METALS?"
This concern is taking up a lot of our TIME.
WE HAVE JUST SENT A CAR DOWN to the "SHOP!" at MALO, State of WASHINGTON, U.S.A. with a load of the next paper. WE NEED MORE NAMES - "HEALTH REFORMERS!" There seems NO USE with the OTHER KIND. If they are NOT INTERESTED in their HEALTH here and now - something that will make a DIFFERENCE here and NOW! They can be expected to have LITTLE INTEREST in the GRAND FUTURE! POISONED from PUL-PIT and PRODUCE. God saves only those who CARE.

WHAT THE CHURCH AND THEIR AGENTS ARE NOT TEACHING:

CALLED "CRISIS!" A SUDDEN CHANGE in God's dealing with MEN. For those who couldn't-care-less! "CARELESS and IN-DIFFERENT!" "FACE TO FACE WITH DEATH!" COL 412 (421).

But when you put TWO DAMPHOOLS in the EDITORIAL STAFF of the "REVIEW!" like WM. G. JOHNSSON and ROY ADAMS - do not know which is the BIGGEST DAMPHOOL - the one or the other - ??? "ADVENTIST REVIEW" (NAD EDITION.) September 1995, p.4 (1148) - "WHAT WILL FUTURE GENERATIONS (YES! HE HAS AN 'S' ON THERE!)" "WHAT WILL FUTURE GENERATIONS OF ADVENTISTS FIND, SHOULD TIME LAST, about the REACTION of "THIS!" GENERATION OF ADVENTISTS-???" DOUBT - DOUBT - DOUBT - PUT A DAMPHOOL LIKE THAT IS SUCH AN OFFICE AND THAT IS WHAT YOU GET-!!!

HALF the people who read this will say: "HOEHN! YOU'RE USING LANGUAGE! CHRIST WOULDN'T DO THAT-!!!" NO-???: What about: "YE FOOLS AND BLIND!" Matt. 23:17. Now you check that chapter out and look at the STRING OF NAMES HE CALLS THEM-!!! And not only that but WOE UNTO YOU!

Where's all the LOVEY-DOVEY TERMINOLOGY-???. There are WISE and FOOLISH VIRGINS - RIGHT-??? He is NOT talking to the WISE - He is talking to the FOOLS-!!! SO AM I-!!! NO!

I am NOT taking it BACK - the DAMPHOOLS need to be TOLD - to SMARTEN UP! And not lead MILLIONS astray - IN THE CHURCH - IN THE WORLD! Putting them to SLEEP - holding down a JOB that requires some BRAINS - some WARNING! OF "THE WRATH OF GOD!" "WOE UNTO YOU-!!!" YOU "SLOW-BELLIES!" Titus 1:12. ELIJAH did a little more than call them NAMES! He shut their BLABBERING MOUTHS FOREVER-!!! 850 OF THEM! JEZEBEL got so MAD she shook her fist out the window, and THAT was the END - of HER! GOD WILL DO THE SAME FOR US - TODAY!
DID CHRIST STOP AT "YE FOOLS AND BLIND???"
You really do not know much of the BIBLE - do you-?? And
LESS of the TESTIMONIES-!!! You need to be WEANED AWAY
from the SCORPION CULT! TOO LONG you have been in the
KINDERGARTEN CLASS! It's time to GRADUATE! Let JOHNSON
and ROY ADAMS serve the IMMATURE! It is far past TIME
to GRADUATE into a "HOME CHURCH!"

But do not be surprised if the MAJORITY of the class who
looked for an EASY TIME and find it TOO HARD if they have to
STUDY what has not been all "CUT AND DRIED!" And find
them SNEAKING BACK where they can sit in a DEAD CLUTCH
where they can catch up on their SLEEP! "MEN and WOMEN
are in the LAST HOURS OF PROBATION, and yet are CARELESS
and STUPID, and MINISTERS have NO POWER to AROUSE
THEM; they are ASLEEP THEMSELVES. SLEEPING PREACHERS
PREACHING TO A SLEEPING PEOPLE!" T2:337. (And if they
continue SLEEPING the way they are, they will SLEEP - the
"SLEEP OF DEATH!" T8:304.) "SATAN...knows that if they
SLEEP a little LONGER - he is SURE of them, for their DES-
TRUCTION is CERTAIN-III" T1:263. SG 4:61.

"WHOLE CONFERENCES are being LEAVENED with the SAME
PERVERTED PRINCIPLES...I tell you in TRUTH, the L ORD is about
to TURN and OVERTURN in the INSTITUTIONS called by HIS
NAME. Just how soon this REFINING PROCESS will BEGIN I
cannot say, but it will not be long deferred...I appeal to my
Brethren to WAKE UP. Unless a CHANGE takes place SPEED-
ILY, I must give the FACTS to the people...UNCOVERED MEN
must no longer be MANAGERS and DIRECTORS in so IMPOR-
TANT and SACRED work. With DAVID we are FORCED TO SAY:
"It is TIME for Thee, Lord, to WORK; for THEY have made void
THY LAW!" TM 372-3. (Sept. 1895.) Ps. 119:126.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - SEPT. 30, 1995
We probably should have covered some POINTS more in DE-
TAIL. But we covered enough so you can get the BASIC IDEA.
But now I want to cover another POINT - that NO ONE ELSE
HAS TOUCHED that we know of. OUR INFORMATION COMES
FROM "THE JOURNAL OF HISTORICAL REVIEW." P.O. Box 2739,
Newport Beach, CA 92659-1339.

STRANGE TO SAY - as in the Days of Christ - there were two
kinds of JEWS.
PHARISEES and SADDUCEES - but Christ condemned them BOTH - and so in their RAGE - they UNITED to CONDEMN HIM! The SAME is PREDICTED FOR TODAY - the APPARENT WAR-FARE between CHURCH and REFORM - PROTESTANTS and CATHOLICS - they will UNITE to try to SILENCE THE VOICE OF TRUTH! "ALL that will live GODLY in Christ Jesus SHALL-SUFFER-PERSECUTION!" 2 TIM. 3:12. PP 608.

THIS A BASIC TRUTH - there is no getting around it. "THEY become the most BITTER ENEMIES of their FORMER BRETHREN!" 1884 ORIGINAL GC 426. YOUR GC 608. SOME "BRETHREN!" The CATHOLICS? COMMUNISTS? UNITED NATIONS? ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT? NEW AGE? SUNDAY-KEEPERS? NO! "OUR FORMER BRETHREN" TRAITORS! HEADY! HIGH-MINDED! APOSTATES! SCORPIONS! GENERATION OF VIPERS! DOUBLE-CROSSERS! KILLERS! COWARDS! "THE MOST EFFICIENT AGENTS OF SATAN!" GC 608. "PAPISTS and PROTESTANTS - UNITE!" GC 607. (THAT WAS "URIAH SMITH!" THAT WAS NOT "ELLEN G. WHITE!" That sounds like perhaps "PAPISTS!" make the FIRST MOVE BUT THE ORIGINAL SAID:

"THE CHURCH appeals to the strong arm of CIVIL POWER, and in this Work, PAPISTS are SOLICITED to come to the HELP of PROTESTANTS!" 1884 GC 425. WHO DID YOU SAY MADE THE FIRST MOVE-??? Are you going to JOIN the INDOOR SPORT of "POPE-BASHING-???" When your FRIEND - BILLY BABBLING GRAHAM will be "OUR GREATEST ENEMY!" DID YOU NOTICE-??? In spite of the FACT that OLD FROOM and SAINT RICHARDS made a play for BILLY with untold MILLIONS of $'s - BILLY never gave up ONE of his DOGMAS - NEVER GAVE UP HIS SUNDAY - PORK - PAPAL EASTER - never changed ONE IOTA! THE ADVENTISTS CHANGED TO MEET HIM! TO PLEASE HIM! "SO APOSTASY IN THE CHURCH will prepare the way for "THE IMAGE OF THE BEAST!" GC 444. (And 443 tells us just HOW they will DO IT!" Do YOU stand in their WAY-???)

"THE JOURNAL OF HISTORICAL REVIEW!" EXPOSES who started "WORLD WAR (1)!" "WORLD WAR (2)!" "THE FRENCH REVOLUTION!" "THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION!" All the LIES that brought AMERICA into the WAR - LIES of the "HOLOCAUST!" AND WHO WERE SOME OF THE MAIN ONES TO EXPOSE THE LIES OF "SIX MILLION GASSED!" JEWS RISKED THEIR LIVES TO BRING US THE TRUTH! AND SO ADVENTISTS RISK THEIR LIVES AND LIBERTIES TO BRING US THE TRUTH OF WHAT
SR. WHITE CALLED "PHARISEES!" who started the REVOLUTION against the GOVERNMENT (ROMANS!) And SR. WHITE PREDICTED their JEWISH MENTORS will AGAIN lead to their DESTRUCTION - only WORSE THIS TIME! 1884 GC 38. SEE HOW THE "URIAH SMITH" CULT CHANGED IT IN HIS GC 37-!!! MILLIONS NOW DECEIVED to think JEWS and ADVENTISTS will WIN! BOTH are coming DOWN! (Send for our CHART and be put on the MAILING LIST for THREE MAILINGS! SEND US MORE NAMES.) (OF "HEALTH REFORMERS!")

WE ARE LIFETIME HISTORIANS! to EXPOSE the LIES of the "URIAH SMITH CULT!" "Soon God's people will be TESTED by FIERY TRIALS, and the GREAT PROPORTION of those who now APPEAR to be GENUINE and TRUE will prove to be BASE METAL (FOOL'S GOLD!) ...they will COWARDLY take the SIDE of the OPPOSITORS...TO STAND IN DEFENSE of TRUTH and RIGHTEOUSNESS when the MAJORITY FORSAKE US, to FIGHT the BATTLES of the Lord when CHAMPIONS ARE FEW - this will be our TEST." T5:136.

WE HAVE GIVEN YOU AN OUTLINE of "HISTORICAL REVIEW!" who starts WARS and who risk their lives to EXPOSE THEM! But what were we leading up to-??!! What is MUCH MORE IMPORTANT than getting involved in MANKIND'S BETRAYAL of each other - so that the "INSTITUTE FOR HISTORICAL REVIEW!" who EXPOSE what and who was behind the WACO HOLOCAUST - the RUBY RIDGE MASSACRE (By the way - BOTH were "ADVENTIST OFF-SHOOTS!") The CHARGES and COUNTER-CHARGES will be NEVER-ENDING! We are HORRIFIED at how MAN can build up HATRED against FELLOW men who may be NO MORE EVIL than they are! Yet should be MACHINE-GUNNED - FIRE-BOMBED - ATOMISED - both "HISTORICAL REVIEW!" and "SPOTLIGHT!" were about WIPED OFF THE MAP by INFILTRATORS - DEAD-BEATS - who cost them MILLIONS - but who rose up out of the ASHES to make a COMEBACK that is SURPRISING! People came to the RESCUE: ELLEN WHITE PROMISES THAT FOR US - just a short period of THE TRUTH TO GO FORTH-!!! And then the END-!!!

In this FACTION compromising PRINCIPLE to get the OTHER FACTION to UNITE WITH THEM! FORGIVE EACH OTHER AND LOVE EACH OTHER - but what about GOD and ALL HEAVEN? All I need to say is one word - "HELL!" Soon the Lord in Heaven is going to "RISE UP IN WRATH!" to put an END to it all. Then where will be all the WARRING FACTIONS - FACTIONS MURDERING FACTIONS -
the one NO BETTER and NO WORSE than the other - MOTHERS killing their own BABIES - more and more inciting to RIOT for "RIGHTS!" But what about "GOD'S RIGHTS--???

DOES HE ALLOW THEM THEIR "HELL" on Earth BECAUSE they do NOTHING to EXPOSE: "For the WRATH of God is revealed from Heaven against all UNGODLINESS and are WITHOUT EXCUSE. Because that, when they KNEW GOD, they glorified Him not as GOD, neither were thankful, but became VAIN in their IMAGINATIONS, and their FOOLISH HEART WAS DARKENED."

"PROFESSING themselves to be WISE, they became FOOLS. And CHANGED the GLORY of the UNCORRUPTIBLE GOD into an IMAGE made like to CORRUPTIBLE MAN, and to BIRDS, and FOUR-FOOTED BEASTS, and CREEPING THINGS...Who CHANGED the TRUTH of God into a LIE, and worshipped and served the CREATURE more than the CREATOR, who is BLESSED FOREVER. AMEN." ROMANS 1:18,20-23,25. (READ ALL OF IT to know why GOD THE CREATOR is getting FED UP with MEN that PAINT Him as corrupt as the DEVIL. Also 2 PETER 2:12 to 22; 2:3-7,10-18.

PERHAPS THIS IS ENOUGH TO CONSIDER FOR ONE DAY-!!!

MAY GOD HELP HIS PEOPLE NOW-!!!

¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - OCT. 1, 1995

MILLIONS of people READ DANIEL 10:17 and have NO IDEA what it means. DANIEL had no "BREATH!" in his body. ELLEN HARMON had "NO BREATH!" in her body. Testified to by HUNDREDS of DOCTORS, LAWYERS and other MIRACLES which caught my ATTENTION and convinced ME that GOD was CHALLENGING the DEVIL to do the SAME. This was a SIGN of who was HIS and who was NOT! (Before anyone WRITES and tells me that there were OTHERS - save your BREATH - I know the FAKE PERFORMANCES SATAN CAN PULL OFF - but there is always SOMETHING to EXPOSE them as a FAKE! I have NO INTENTION to ANSWER a THOUSAND OBJECTIONS!) THE ONLY WONDER I HAVE - is that the FOOLS that SATAN placed at the HEAD of the MINISTRY MAGAZINE - ESPECIALLY pay NO ATTENTION to her DOCTRINES and the NERVE of "URIAH SMITH!" reaching his GRIMY HAND IN THERE and CHANGING HER WRITINGS-!!!

- 21 -
AND "MY PEOPLE LOVE TO HAVE IT SO! AND WHAT WILL YE DO IN THE END THEREOF?" THE END WILL BE VERY INTERESTING!" URIAH SMITH AND THE DEVIL PAINTED A GLORIOUS TRIUMPHAL FUTURE FOR LAODICEA! (And is why they fall for them! Thus ASSURING their own VICTORIOUS DESTINY!) THE LORD AND HIS PROPHET DO NOT!!! "...THE LORD CHOSE "OTHERS!"...AND THEN THESE LEADERS, IN THE BLINDNESS OF THEIR MINDS, give full sway to what is supposed to be "RIGHTIOUS INDIGNATION!" against the ones who have set aside CHERISHED FABLES! THEY ACT like men who have LOST THEIR REASON!" TM 70. (READ "BRISBIN!" p.26-9,36-7.) "OTHERS!" COL 296 (300). "OTHERS!" FCE 206. "OTHERS!" RH 2:144. "OTHERS!" RH 3:273,275,473,527.

In spite of the GLORIOUS PROMISES they HEAP to themselves, the LORD will choose "OTHERS!" If you read these REFERENCES (EVERY ONE OF THEM!) - He tells you WHY he has to choose "OTHERS!" It is only a STUBBORN, BULL-HEADED FOOL that could root for the LEADERSHIP in these LAST DAYS! "THE SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE" is NOTORIOUS for going by "BABYLON!" rather than "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" Rather than take up the THANKLESS JOB of EXPOSING THEM - they rather give up the MINISTERIAL COURSE and become "SCHOOL TEACHERS!" OH! THEY KNOW ONLY TOO WELL THAT THIS IS TRUE-!!! TOO HONORABLE TO FOLLOW THE LIES THEY WANT THEM TO DISH OUT-!!!

AND THEY WOULD CERTAINLY NEVER ALLOW THEM TO TEACH:

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥

{End of Publication No. 725}
ABSOLUTES

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - AUGUST 9, 1995

A LIST OF "ABSOLUTES" WITH LITTLE DOCUMENTATION. FIND THE DOCUMENTATION ELSEWHERE.

**(1)** ONE GROUP OF RELIGIONISTS KEEP "SATURDAY!" ANOTHER "FRIDAY!" ANOTHER "SUNDAY!"

**(2)** THAT IS NOT FIRST. FIRST IS WHICH "GOD!" DO YOU WORSHIP-???. BABYLON SAYS THERE IS "ONLY ONE GOD!" THAT IS NOT TRUE.

**(3)** THE "GOD!" that puts people in "HELL!" and "TORMENTS THEM WITHOUT END!"

**(4)** IS NOT THE SAME GOD "WHOSE ANGER ENDURETH BUT A DAY...JOY COMETH IN THE MORNING!"

**(5)** "THERE SHALL BE NO MORE "DEATH!" nor "SORROW!" nor "CRYING!" Neither shall there be any more "PAIN!" for the former things are PASSED AWAY!" Rev. 21:4.

**(6)** No "GOD!" of any kind of "LOVE!" would keep a "CAGE!" of TRAPPED VICTIMS - YELLING - CURSING - WRITHING - TWISTING - IN EXCRUCIATING PAIN - WITHOUT END - WHY-???

**(7)** WHAT COULD THEY DO - WHAT COULD THEY HAVE DONE IN A FEW YEARS OF THIS LIFE THAT WOULD WARRANT UNENDING TORMENT-???. THAT IS A DEVIL - NOT A GOD-!!!

**(8)** THE BRAINS OF PRIESTS - PREACHERS - RABBIS WHO PROPAGATE THAT "DEVIL'S FIRST LIE!" MUST HAVE A ROT IN THE LOBES OF THEIR CRANIUM - THAT BRANDS THEM AS "MONOMANIACS!" THAT SHOULD BE KEPT IN A CAGE - NOT STAND IN A PULPIT-!!! TOO DANGEROUS TO BE AT LARGE-!!!

**(9)** With such "FRIENDS!" - who needs "ENEMIES!"

**(10)** "KEEP THE SABBATH-???." No matter what "DAY!" THE SABBATH IS FOR "TRUTH!" "LIGHT!" NO ONE IS KEEPING NO "SABBATH!" if they preach that DEVIL'S LIE!

- 23 -
WITNESS THE PHARISEE "JEWS!" that CRUCIFIED their CREA-
TOR - did they "KEEP THE SABBATH??" Their "SABBATH-
KEEPING!" was but a "MOCKERY!" You can LIVE next to an
"ADVENTIST!" for 20 YEARS - (I KNOW - I DID!) and he will
argue "SABBATH!" at the drop of a hat! BUT NEVER MENTION
"HELL TORMENT!" that seems to be NO PART of his INTEREST!
Is he "KEEPING THE SABBATH?"

NOT SO YOU WOULD NOTICE!

LET PEOPLE CONTINUE BELIEVING THAT LIE-!!!

AND END UP - MILLIONS IN "INSANE ASYLUMS!"

WHY SHOULD HE CARE-???

HE HAS NO RELIGION! NO MORE THAN A DOG!

IT IS TIME - SOMEBODY TOLD HIM-!!! T5:211.

"...in a message YET FUTURE!" 1888 GC 383.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - AUGUST 10, 1995

WHAT IS THE "GREATEST SIN-???" MEN MAY THEORIZE -

AND COME UP WITH 1,000 ANSWERS - but what are the
FACTS-??? MY PERSONAL IDEA IS - THERE IS, THERE COULD
BE "NOTHING WORSE!" than the "HELL-TORMENT BLASPHEMY!"

Those who PROPAGATE it sure must have some WIRES
CROSSED in their CRANIUM - called "A BRAIN!" ESPECIALLY if
they ONCE hear it is NOT "IN THE BIBLE!" Only in MYTHOL-
GY - TRADITION - PAGANISM! The very OPPOSITE of
"CHRISTIANITY!" THIS "HARROWING THOUGHT!" has driven
MILLIONS into "INSANITY!" GC 545.

IT IS TO US A MYSTERY - THAT GOD PERMITS HIS NAME TO
BE THUS "BLASPHEMED!" He has said He is NOT going to send
ANGELS to do what "MEN CAN DO!" So He is DEPENDING ON
US! Are we doing what we CAN-??? To set the record
straight-??? HAVE YOU WRITTEN OR HANDED OUT SOME LIT-
ERATURE ON THE SUBJECT-??? IT-IS-AMAZING that when
you start AGITATING the SUBJECT - that PRIESTS - RABBIS
MINISTERS - line up with "WITCH DOCTORS - SPIRITUALISTS!"
to PROPAGATE THIS "DEVIL'S FIRST LIE!" EW 218-9. T1:344-
YET THIS MORNING -

I wondered why "OF ALL SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE!" COL 154-5. IS NOT THAT! But is "I AM SAVED!" and your CHURCH LEADERS are propagating "THE WORST SIN OF THE UNIVERSE!" Of course BOTH are "SPIRITUALISM!" "OCCULTISM!" "DEMONOLOGY!" "THE BLACKNESS OF HELL!" if "I AM SAVED!" at this very "BILLY GRAHAM MEETING!" and ADVENTISTS are right there, CHEERING HIM ON! (SINCE WIELAND WENT DUMB ON THE SUBJECT and let it get out of hand!) And the SAME "BABYLON BRAIN!" GIVES US THE INSANITY OF "UNENDING HELL-TORMENT!" It is certainly BEST: "We must LEARN to stand ALONE...The SOONER we learn this - the BETTER!" EW 105.

OF COURSE TO DOCUMENT ALL THIS WE CAN PRODUCE 500, yes, 1,000 BIBLE AND TESTIMONY REFERENCES! But the BEST ones are the ONES you find - "FOR YOURSELF" DA 141. COL 79. These are PRECIOUS - this makes YOU "PRECIOUS!" in God's sight. That you DID NOT FALL for SATAN'S LIES! "Come apart and be ye "SEPARATE!" (How many TIMES is THAT - in the BIBLE-???) Will it finally SINK IN-?? Anybody can be just a "GO-ALONG!" Pay a COMEDIAN up there to "AMUSE YOU!" You would just as well or BETTER - go to the BALL GAME!

YOU KNOW WHAT-???

Next time a WAR STARTS - that JACKASS is liable to tell you to GO-!!! TO THE HELL-ON-EARTH-!!! And you pay him MON- EY-?? I wonder WHAT FOR-?? To see people MAIMED - BLIND - CRIPPLED - both LITERALLY and THEOLOGICALLY-!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - AUGUST 12, 1995

I WAS FASCINATED-!!! when a PAPER came into my hands - that said the SAME THINGS I HAD CONCLUDED and picked up here and there - it was like a PHYSICAL SHOCK! to see it all together in ONE PUBLICATION-!!! Such men have very STRONG CONVICTIONS (THEY WOULD HAVE TO HAVE OR THEY WOULD BE OVERWHELMED LONG AGO by the EFFEMINATE - THE "MAMA'S BOY!" - "THE SCARECROW!") - who know only to ECHO each other! I will try to get some copies of ONE PAPER that seems to sum it up. WAIT FOR IT! He sure hits the BULL'S EYE when he takes these "PEACE AND SAFETY!" "LOVE AND UNITY!" CULT over the coals. Just to get a FOLLOWING and their TITLE!
Not preparing them for what is COMING on Earth. Going along with the POPULAR MINISTRY that tells us what "THE CHURCH!" will be like AFTER the YEAR - 2000-!!! Of how they will "RAPTURE!" you out of it! PROBATION WIDE OPEN FOREVER-!!! SMEAR EVERYTHING OVER WITH "LOVE" EVEN "UNCONDITIONAL!" When one DUMMY starts that KEY - there are 100 MORE who know only to JOIN in the REFRAIN! Leaving their people entirely UNPREPARED for the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" "THE MOST FEARFUL THREATENING EVER ADDRESSED TO MORTALS...THE WRATH OF GOD UNMINGLED WITH MERCY!" 1884 GC 282. GC 449.

WOULD YOUR PREACHER NOT EVEN GIVE A HINT OF THAT-!!! It might disturb some OLD WOMEN in the "PAPER DOLLIE WARD!" To see the REALITY of the NATIONS gearing up for an "ATOMIC CLASH!" EVERY DAY I HAVE BEFORE ME THE "IRAN-IRAQ FRIENDSHIP PACT!" And how QUICKLY other NATIONS are RALLYING ROUND-!!! "THE SPOTLIGHT!!" MAGAZINE DOES NOT BACK DOWN BUT GIVES US MORE "NAMES!" of other NATIONS sick and tired of those HEADED FOR A "ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT!" What we are interested in - does "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" have anything so say about THAT-!!! "THE END OF THE JEWISH NATION AS A NATION!" DA 628-9,635, 739. (And 20 MORE!) But you will NEVER hear this from the RABBIS RUNNING THIS SYNAGOGUE! Until it will be TOO LATE! (And then it would not be THEM - but those the LORD CALLS! T5:80-1,211.)

DID I REPEAT-???

You are kind of HARD OF HEARING - aren't you-??? You never hear it if you keep packing GOD'S MONEY to those SLICK AND SICK "LEADERS!!" "DON'T ROCK THE BOAT!" It is TIME for it to be "ROCKED!" "SHAKEN!" "ARouse!" before you "SLEEP THE SLEEP OF DEATH!"

LIGHTS IN THE WORLD-!!!

"REVEALING THE NET OF FALSE THEORIES, RELIGIONS, AND PHILOSOPHIES which SATAN has spread to catch UNWARY SOULS. By thus doing the WORD OF GOD, we shall be LIGHTS IN THE WORLD!!" TM 282.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - AUGUST 14, 1995

WHAT IS "PLAGIARISM-???"
It is **UNLAWFULLY** (WITHOUT PERMISSION) COPYING what someone else wrote - to make a PROFIT. (Or to ENHANCE their own NAME or STATION). THE ADVENTIST CHURCH and AFFILIATES are **GUILTY** of "PLAGIARISM!" It is **WORSE** than "PLAGIARISM!" We call it "REVERSE PLAGIARISM!" The COURT may have an entirely **DIFFERENT NAME FOR THE CRIME**.

**WHAT DID THEY DO??**

ELLEN G. WHITE - wrote a book - "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" in 1884. They appointed an OFFICIAL BOARD headed by a "A HABITUAL DRUNKARD!" by the name of "URIAH SMITH" (SEE E.W.NASH in RH February 19, 1976. Beginning front page!) **URIAH SMITH was PERPETUALLY **PLAGIARIZING** from the GREAT and MIGHTY men of the WORLD to ENHANCE HIMSELF and made HIMSELF the "PROPHET!" of the SDA CHURCH! It is BAD ENOUGH to copy the WRITINGS of SOMEONE ELSE and PRETEND it is his OWN. But he CHANGED the WRITINGS of ELLEN G. WHITE and PRETENDED SHE DID IT!!!

THE CHURCH LEADERSHIP went for the "URIAH SMITH TRANSLATION!" because he FLATTERED THEM! So that TODAY just about EVERY LIBRARY has the "URIAH SMITH TRANSLATION!" and NOT Ellen G. White's AUTHENTIC 1884. ANYONE CAN PROVE THIS by taking the FIRST CHAPTER - "DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM!" showing how the JEWS RUSHED INTO JERUSALEM ("THE HOLY CITY!") "more than a MILLION" of the people were **SLAUGHTERED!** 1884 GC 36. (Known as "THE 7TH HORROR OF THE WORLD!") THE NEXT PAGE READS THAT THIS HISTORY will be REPEATED but this TIME SO HORRIBLE as to make the FIRST ONE but a **FAINT SHADOW!** of what THIS ONE will BE!! 1884 GC 37.

YOU SEE THE HORROR of "URIAH SMITH'S PLAGIARISM???” THE PEOPLE DO NOT TAKE WARNING and will be **MASSACRED!** And the BLOOD will be on the HEADS of those who PRINT that ABOMINATION! and EVERYONE that hands it out—!!! {ONCE THEY ARE WarnED!}

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO is take the 1884 ORIGINAL BOOK - lay it on the desk open on p.38. Take the URIAH SMITH TRANSLATION (1888 OR 1911) and lay it open beside it on p.37. **AS HE WARNED HIS DISCIPLES** of the approaching RUIN that they might make their ESCAPE, so He has warned HIS PEOPLE of the Day of FINAL DESTRUCTION, and given THEM SIGNS of its approach, that all who will may **FLEE FROM THE WRATH TO COME.** 1884 GC 38.
HOW DID THEY FIX THAT—???. Instead of "HIS PEOPLE" to FLEE! (Which is SENSIBLE - POSSIBLE - MERCIFUL!) This "URIAH SMITH CULT!" in place of "HIS PEOPLE!" is to "FLEE!" they CHANGED that to "THE WORLD!" is to "FLEE!"

"THE WORLD IS TO FLEE—???. 1911 GC 37.

THINK OF IT—!!! Not only is that IMPOSSIBLE! Where is "THE WORLD!" to FLEE TO—???. An INTELLIGENT PERSON READING THAT WILL EXPLODE: THIS WRITER IS CRAZY!! And will not want to hear ANOTHER WORD from THAT CRAZY WOMEN!! Are you one who has been GUILTY of HANDING OUT THIS BOOK? (1888 or 1911?) They may not SAY anything to YOU - but they SURE will do a lot of THINKING! And they would be RIGHT—!!! That YOU have a CRAZY RELIGION!! And they can PROVE IT—!!! I am so glad the PROPHET said before the End: ALL WILL BE UNMASKED! 1884 GC 424. GC 606. Meaning a WHOLE DENOMINATION - no BETTER than the PHARISEES of Old. (And THAT is what she called them - 33 TIMES IN "1888 MATERIALS!"

NEXT will be "FORCE" to believe the SAME-AS -THEY-DO—!!! Have you FALLEN for their "PLAGIARISM—???. GC 445. 1884 GC 278-9. Put ALL their "GREAT CONTROVER- SIES!" IN THE FIRE!!! DO NOT HAND OUT ONE MORE OF THAT "PLAGIARIZED!" BOOK THAT BRANDS YOU AS BEING "CRA- ZY!!" That "THE WORLD!" is to "FLEE!" WHERE TO—???.

YOU CANNOT ANSWER - "CAN YOU—???
DON'T ANSWER - DON'T HAND OUT THAT BOOK—!!!
NOT ANOTHER ONE—!!!

AND NOT SOME 1884's THAT HAVE BEEN MAULED AND "EDITED!!"

CHAPTER HEADINGS CHANGED —!!!


ARE YOU ON YOUR WAY TO HEAVEN FOR 1,000 YEARS?
OR COME UP AFTER THE "1,000 YEARS!" - ???.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - AUGUST 15, 1995

WE ARE AT A LOSS! to think any ONE would fall for "THE WORLD IS TO FLEE!" let alone a WHOLE DENOMINATION accep- ting that WITHOUT PROTEST by at least 20,000 so they would be FORCED to print the ORIGINAL! But not so - like the "HELL-PRIESTS!" the EMPLY-HEADED prefer the GLARING ER- ROR—!!!
And try to FORCE us to believe as they do. Like DOMINOES – one FALLS after the other! DON'T GIVE SATAN ONE FINGER or he will take THE WHOLE ARM–!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY – AUGUST 16, 1995

WHEN IS PROBATION CLOSED???

THROUGHOUT OUR WRITINGS – we have proven AGAIN and AGAIN – that the CHIEF WRITERS of CHURCH (And alleged "AWAKENING!") hold the DOOR OF PROBATION OPEN – until CHRIST COMES! Can we SMASH that IDEA–??? Or should we let them GO ON in their BLINDNESS and IGNORANCE–???

WHAT DIFFERENCE WOULD IT MAKE–???

"WHEN JESUS STANDS UP; when His work is FINISHED in the MOST HOLY, then there will be NOT ANOTHER ray of LIGHT to be imparted to the SINNER.

"BUT SATAN FLATTERS SOME, through his chosen SERVANTS, (Do you know who they are–???) as he FLATTERED EVE IN EDEN. Thou shalt not surely DIE! and tells them there will be a SEASON for REPENTANCE, a TIME of PROBATION, when the FILTHY can be made PURE. The coworkers with SATAN and his ANGELS carry the LIGHT into the future AGE, teaching PROBATION after the ADVENT of Christ, which DELUDES the SINNER, and leads the COLD-HEARTED [PROFESSOR] to CARNAL SECURITY. He is CARELESS and INDIFFERENT, (T1:180) and walks STUMBLINGLY over the HOURS of his PROBATION. The LIGHT is made to reach FAR AHEAD, where all is TOTAL DARKNESS. MICHAEL STANDS UP. Instead of MERCY, the deluded SINNER feels WRATH UNMIXED WITH MERCY. And they AWAKE! (YES! what an "AWAKENING!") AND THEY AWAKE! "TOO LATE" to this FATAL DECEPTION. This PLAN was studied by Satan, and is carried out by MINISTERS who turn the TRUTH of God into a LIE!!" SG 2:276. (We have a list of SUPPORTING REFERENCES here but FIRST!)

HOW DOES SATAN EMPLOY HIS AGENTS - (CHURCH AND ALL REFORM!)

to PREPARE for this DECEPTION–???. By beating their TOM-TOMS for "LOVE UNLIMITED–UNCEASING!" (IN OTHER WORDS!)

There is, then – NO WRATH UNMIXED WITH MERCY–??? IT IS ALL MERCY–???
"HE IS TOO MERCIFUL TO VISIT HIS PEOPLE IN JUDGMENT!" T5:211.
"THESE DUMB DOGS!" (Same.) "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" (Same.)

FROM EVERY CORNER! SUITABLE FOR THE OLD WOMEN IN THE
"PAPER DOLLIE WARD!" "LOVE UNLIMITED – UNCONDITIONAL –
UNCEASING!" Can you HARMONIZE the TWO–??? SG 3:134.
PP 102-3. ("LOVE!" – "UNCEASING–???") T5:208 – 7 LINES!

THIS SHOULD BE "A MESSAGE FOR TODAY!"
THIS BRINGS US BACK TO THE "URIAH SMITH TRANSLATION!"
OF "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" FIRST CHAPTER!
NO WARNING TO "HIS PEOPLE!"
NO "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"
WE WILL NOT ALLOW IT – !!!

XXX XXX

THOUGHT FOR TODAY – AUGUST 17, 1995

"THE HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY" announced the MEETINGS at
the "McCoy RANCH!" where ANYONE from ANYWHERE – could
have ONE MEETING. "YAHVISTI!" – "SHEPHERD'S ROD!" –
"BRINSMEAD!" – ANYTHING–!!!

HOEHN WAS LATE IN GETTING THERE – and when he DID get
there – he found two things:

(1) McCoy was not there except on SABBATH. He was
WORKING IN THE BUSH to raise money to pay for most of
the costs of the CAMP. NOT THERE – he did not know
what was going on!

(2) Nagel and AL FRIEND would not ANNOUNCE the MEETINGS
IN THEIR PUBLICATIONS – but they would TAKE OVER AND
RUN THE MEETINGS–!!!

(3) BEFORE SUNDOWN – FRIDAY NIGHT – HOEHN TOLD McCoy
these are common "LAODICEAN MEETINGS!" I did not come
HUNDREDS OF MILES FOR THIS–!!! I suggested that
this is a "DEMOCRACY!" LET'S HAVE A VOTE–!!! Each one
CHOOSE the SPEAKER and the SUBJECT! AT ONCE McCoy
AGREED!

(4) AL FRIEND DID NOT TRUST ANYONE ELSE so he pushed his
way in there to COUNT THE VOTES! He sat there –
STUNNED!" He could not "BELIEVE!" Him with his RADIO
PROGRAMME and all –
And HOEHN had TWICE THE VOTES THAT HE HAD-!!! He sat there twiddling the votes in his hand and looked STUNNED! He couldn't believe it! His WORLD seemed to COLLAPSE around his ears! He thought his "MESSAGE!" was the one and ONLY! He kept TWIDDLING with the VOTES in his hand. He went around there like a GORED BULL!

(5) Perhaps it was PROVIDENTIAL things happened the way they did - otherwise we would never have known how things stood. I was TERRIBLY DISAPPOINTED that MACK McCoy was not there all the time!

(6) S.A.NAGEL saw which way the wind blew so he all of a sudden "DISCOVERED!" he had to go HOME! He brought about 45 with him to TAKE OVER THE MEETINGS - but he saw he was OUT-VOTED! So he was NOT going to stay to LISTEN TO "HOEHN!" Not if he could help it!

(7) I was given a place on the PORCH for my BED - next to NAGEL. There was a CHAIR there - well braced and all - it wasn't that wide but we talked of it as being "3 feet wide!" Some RICH DAME who FINANCED NAGEL - showed up and she barely made it in that CHAIR!

(8) She paid NO ATTENTION to me, as being NEXT TO NAGEL she thought I was ONE WITH HIM. So she said to NAGEL with HORROR in her voice: "BROTHER NAGEL! I hear these people do not believe THE CHURCH IS GOING THRU! NAGEL said: "I KNOW, AUNTIE - I KNOW-!!!" Well, you will have to TELL THEM!" "I WILL, AUNTIE - I WILL!"

(9) MY FIRST TALK - I asked the AUDIENCE if they knew how "SALK VACCINE!" was made. Most of NAGEL'S 45 WERE MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS and NURSES. But only 2 or 3 hesitating hands went up. So I said the FIRST thing they used was...but that proved to be so DANGEROUS so they went to "THE LAST FEW INCHES OF THE ENTRAILS OF THE DISEASED MONKEY!" So I said POLIO is a DISEASE of the SPINAL COLUMN and the NERVES - so how "SCIENTIFIC!" is it to BY-PASS all that and go for the ENTRAILS-?? Then I added: "WHAT A SPY GLASS to use to SPY OUT THE WAY TO THE PROMISED LAND-!!!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - AUGUST 19, 1995

At this - NAGEL'S "AUNTIE!" stood up (Almost taking the Chair with her!) and between GASPS SAID: "I never heard anything like this IN-ALL-MY-LIFE-!!!"
At the next meeting I said: "This WOMAN that DISTURBED THE MEETING HERE LAST NIGHT — she needed "HEALTH REFORM" worse than ANYONE HERE!" NAGEL almost had a fit when he said: "THAT UNFORTUNATE REMARK!" that was made about his "AUNT FANNIE!" That she needed "HEALTH REFORM! WORSE THAN ANYONE HERE!"

SUDDENLY "BLANCHE McCoy!" (MACK McCoy's WIFE) was standing WIDE-LEGGED in front of me — (She was occupied in preparing MEALS and heard things on an "EXTENSION MICROPHONE") SHE SAID: "BROTHER HOEHN! THAT WOMAN WAS MY BEST FRIEND! SHE BROUGHT ME INTO THE TRUTH!" (IN OTHER WORDS I WAS SUPPOSED TO APOLOGIZE OR GET OFF HER PROPERTY—???)

SUDDENLY! LIKE A PANTOMIME SHOW! ONE NURSE AFTER THE OTHER CAME AND SPOKE UP: "SR. McCoy! THAT WAS NOT THE WOMAN YOU THOUGHT IT WAS! THIS WAS A DIFFERENT WOMAN!" She barely got done speaking when ANOTHER NURSE SAID: "BROTHER HOEHN — if you ever spoke the TRUTH IN YOUR LIFE — you spoke it THAT TIME! WE PERSONALLY DREADED when she was admitted into the HOSPITAL — because she was the MOST UNREASONABLE — CANTANKEROUS — DEMANDING — FAULT-FINDING PATIENT they ever had to deal with. And because of her MONEY she was in the HOSPITAL HALF THE TIME — would NEVER do as she was told. EVERY NURSE in that HOSPITAL JUST DREADED when it was their TURN to look after her! I think it was about five to seven NURSES one after the other to DENOUNCE — CONDEMN — NAGEL'S "AUNT FANNIE!" "IF YOU EVER TOLD THE TRUTH — YOU TOLD IT THAT TIME!" "SR. McCoy, THAT WAS NOT THE WOMAN YOU THOUGHT IT WAS!"

I was busy putting my books away when I looked up — there was BLANCHE McCoy standing there like a ROCK — DEMANDING MY APOLOGY—!!! I NEVER SAID A WORD—!!! I GAVE HER A WITHERING LOOK—!!! IN THAT LOOK SHE SAW — "DID YOU HEAR THESE NURSES—???" You think I have something to APOLOGIZE FOR—??? YOU SHOULD APOLOGIZE TO ME—!!! I WILL APOLOGIZE TO YOU — (AFTER THIS PANTOMIME SHOW — THAT THE LORD ARRANGED JUST FOR HER BENEFIT!) I WILL APOLOGIZE JUST ABOUT WHEN "HELL FREEZES OVER!"

SHE WENT PARALYZED AFTER THAT — McCoy HAD TO LOOK AFTER HER HAND AND FOOT FOR (I THINK IT WAS A YEAR AND A HALF!) (Oh! Yes! The Lord is not DEAD YET!) I had six or seven DROP DEAD who DEFIED — (Not ME but MY MESSAGE!)
NICHOLS of the R&H was one. ON A VERY "GOOD FRIDAY!" As a JOKE someone said they carried his BIER "EIGHT ABREAST!"

(15) We are soon going to see (Or are we seeing it already?) MILLIONS and BILLIONS CUT DOWN! who in any way - CHALLENGE GOD'S PEOPLE! "AND BEGIN!" with ADVENTIST and REFORM MINISTERS! EZEKIEL 9:6. CUT DOWN RIGHT IN THE PULPITS! TM 279-282,284-6,446-7. T5:80-1. (And 100 MORE!) While the CLOWNS - the HOODLUMS - and the THEOLOGICAL JESTERS - SWARM IN THE PULPITS! "CHRISTIAN NEWS!" a LUTHER ORGAN - exposed a PROFESSOR GERD LUEDEMANN: "SALVATION BY "FAITH ALONE!"...you do not have to do ANYTHING to be SAVED! Only to "BELIEVE" (GC 471-3. 1884 GC 300-2.) ...you do not have to BELIEVE ANYTHING EITHER! "CHRISTIAN NEWS" (FRONT PAGE) MONDAY, JULY 31, 1995. (WANT TO SEE A LUNATIC-???)

BUT PEOPLE LIKE TO BE ENTERTAINED!

ADVENTIST LEADERS ARE GETTING BETTER AT IT ALL THE TIME!

T5:211. TM 409.

"RAVENING WOLVES!" EV. 597-8. 1884 GC 72. GC 67,237.
"And after these things I saw ANOTHER ANGEL come down with great POWER; and the Earth was LIGHTENED with his glory... BABYLON the Great is fallen, is fallen, and is become the habitation of DEVILS!" Rev. 18:1,2.

"...and raise their voices against the SINS of God's professed people...a gleam of LIGHT from Heaven drove the DARKNESS from his mind...He could then come to God FOR HIMSELF, not through POPES or CONFESSORS, but through Jesus Christ ALONE:"

"Oh, how precious to Luther was this NEW and GLORIOUS LIGHT which dawned upon his DARKENED UNDERSTANDING...

THE POWER OF THE HOLY SPIRIT - ???

"In the power of the Holy Spirit he cried out against the existing SINS of the LEADERS of the Church; and as he met the storm of opposition from the priests, his courage failed not...As he PUSHED the battle closer and closer, the RAGE of the priests was kindled still HOTTER against him. They did not want to be REFORMED...

"Luther and Melanchthon, who could best GLORIFY GOD by LIVING and EXPOSING the SINS of priests, popes, and kings... Through these CHOSEN MEN, rays of LIGHT began to scatter the DARKNESS, and very many JOYFULLY received the LIGHT and walked in it." EW 222-5.

Dear Elder:

The reference you refer to - the one outstanding thing we will notice when we get to Heaven - FEW CHURCH LEADERS will be there. I thought this might have been in Magen & Spaulding collection, but my cross-references failed to find it, nor could I locate it in other rare books. Perhaps some one who reads this will remember where it is - for I put it into the reports at the time. FEW CHURCH LEADERS WILL BE THERE. So why do we worship them - ????
A MORE POINTED TESTIMONY -

But rather than a somewhat INDIRECT testimony, that speaks of all CHURCH LEADERS from the beginning of time - IN GENERAL - what about a POINTED TESTIMONY that deals with PRESENT Seventh-day Adventist CHURCH LEADERS as we near the Close of Probation-???. Will they be in the Kingdom any sooner than the HIGH PRIESTS in Christ's day?

Why do we regard them with such unholy awe - when we have this GLORIOUS-LIGHT-FROM-HEAVEN:

THIS WILL BE OUR TEST!

"The GREAT PROPORTION of those who now appear to be GENUINE and TRUE will prove to be BASE METAL...they will COWARDLY take the side of the OPPONENTS...To stand in defense of TRUTH and RIGHTEOUSNESS when the MAJORITY forsake us, to FIGHT the battles of the Lord when CHAMPIONS are FEW - this will be our TEST." T5:136.

"The men that have long stood in positions of TRUST while disregarding the LIGHT that God has given, are not to be depended upon. GOD-WANTS-THEM-TO-BE-REMOVED." General Conference Bulletin No. 25, 1901. p.9. BRISBIN BOOK.

"The people are learning that men in HIGH POSITIONS of responsibility CANNOT-BE-TRUSTED." TM 361.

"CEASE-YE-FROM-MAN." The Lord has a controversy with His people over this matter." TM 376.

"BEWARE how you place MEN where God should be...INDIVIDUALLY, we are to work out our OWN salvation with FEAR and TREMBLING." TM 386.

"Of those who BOAST of their LIGHT, and yet fail to walk in it, Christ says...'And thou, Capernaum (Seventh-day Adventists)...which art exalted unto Heaven...SHALT-BE-BROUGHT-DOWN-TO-HELL!" R&H August 1, 1873.

"In 1888 in the General Conference held in Minneapolis, MN., the Angel of Revelation 18, came down to his work, and was ridiculed, criticized, and rejected, and when the message he brings again will SWELL INTO a Loud Cry, it will AGAIN be ridiculed, and spoken against, and REJECTED-BY-THE-MAJORITY." BRISBIN 11. B2:51. T2:105. PP 104. - Insert Page 2 -
"NONE-BUT-THOSE who have fortified the mind with the truths of the Bible will STAND through the last great conflict. To every soul will come the searching question: Shall I obey God rather than MEN?" GC 593-4.

"It was the INFLUENCE of such teachers that led the Jewish nation to reject their Redeemer...Notwithstanding the Bible is FULL-OF-WARNINGS against false teachers, many are ready thus to commit the keeping of their souls to the Clergy...place implicit confidence in the words of their Ministers...SATAN SECURES MULTITUDES." GC 596-7.

WHEN THE LAW OF GOD IS VOID

"When the LAW of God is made VOID, THE CHURCH will be SIFTED by fiery trials, and a LARGER PROPORTION than we now anticipate will give heed to SEDUCING spirits and doctrines of Devils." Ev. 361. Letter 3, 1890.

THE FATAL CHOICE

"UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS...MANY will stand in our pulpits with the torch of False Prophecy in their hands, kindled from the hellish torch of Satan." TM 409.

"WEAK MINDED...They act as though they had not an INDIVIDUALITY. Their identity is submerged in others; they are merely SHADOWS...Unless they become sensible of their wavering CHARACTER and correct it, they will ALL-FAIL-OF-EVER-LASTING-LIFE; they will be unable to cope with the perils of the Last Days." T2:130.

"Someone must be at their side to inform them whether a foe or a friend is approaching. THEY-ARE-NOT-SPIRITUAL...Said the Angel - "CURSED be the man that TRUSTETH in man, and maketh FLESH his arm." A noble SELF-RELIANCE is needed..." T2:130.

"Men who stand in very responsible positions at the HEART of the Work are ASLEEP. Satan has PARALYZED them...their wily foe enters the fort and works successfully by their side to TEAR DOWN...and they are so completely DECEIVED that they know not that it is he." T2:440.

"Ministers...Their hearts are CORRUPT, their hands UNCLEAN. Yet many are crying, "PEACE, PEACE!" T5:78.

"Much of the preaching of late begets a FALSE SECURITY...To entrust the work to SUCH MEN is like setting CHILDREN to manage great vessels at sea...amid ICEBERGS." T3:104.
MORE LIGHT – !!!

"The reason why our preachers accomplish so little is that they do not walk with God. He is a day's journey FROM—MOST—OF—THEM!" T1:434.

"In Battle Creek (R&H Offices) you have evidence that men who had the most to say ARE—NOT—WALKING—WITH—GOD." TM 320.

"...and just as long as these CHRISTLESS SOULS are retained in POSITIONS of responsibility the cause of God will be imperiled." TM 285.

"He CANNOT make them Channels." TM 285.

"The CONTEST is between the COMMANDMENTS of GOD and the COMMANDMENTS of MEN." T5:81.

WHAT DO THEY PREACH – ???

"The Ancient Men...had betrayed their TRUST...They say...He is TOO MERCIFUL TO VISIT HIS PEOPLE IN JUDGMENT. Thus "PEACE and SAFETY" is the cry from...THESE—DUMB—DOGS that would not bark...ALL—PERISH—TOGETHER!" T5:211.

200 MORE LIKE THIS –

Do you believe this LIGHT from Heaven – ??? "Those who have been regarded as WORTHY and RIGHTEOUS (Froom—Maxwell—Pierson—Richards—Figuhr—Fagal—Brinsmead—Wright—Wrong.)

"Prove to be RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY and examples in INDIFFERENCE and in the abuse of God’s mercies. THEIR WICKED COURSE HE WILL TOLERATE NO LONGER — AND IN HIS WRATH HE DEALS WITH THEM WITHOUT MERCY." T5:212.

WHAT HAPPENS TO THOSE WHO BELIEVE THE ABOVE LIGHT FROM HEAVEN – ???

"The SEAL of God will be placed upon the foreheads of THOSE ONLY who SIGH and CRY for the ABOMINATIONS...THIS SMALL REMNANT." T5:212-13.

"The Lord shall set His hand again the second time to recover the REMNANT of His people...and shall assemble the OUTCASTS of Israel...from the four corners of the Earth." Isa. 11:11—2.

(If you are not OUTCAST — why not—??? Is it because you have REFUSED to WITNESS for the TRUTH—??? SHAME ON YOU—!!!)

- Insert Page 4 -
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - AUGUST 20, 1995

I deliberately wasted my time today to LISTEN to: (8:30a.m.) "IT IS WRITTEN!" (SDA "MARK FINLEY!") (9:00a.m.) "JACK VAN IMPE!" (9:30a.m.) "HOUR OF POWER!" "ROBERT SHULLER!"

TO KEEP TRACK OF WHICH WAY THE WIND IS BLOWING.

HOW DO THE SUPER PSYCHOLOGISTS SWAY THEIR AUDIENCES-???

PREDICTION:

"WHEN THE CHURCHES OF OUR LAND, UNITING UPON SUCH
POINTS OF FAITH AS ARE HELD BY THEM "IN COMMON!"

"SHALL INFLUENCE THE STATE TO ENFORCE THEIR DECREES
AND SUSTAIN THEIR INSTITUTIONS, then will PROTESTANT
AMERICA HAVE FORMED AN IMAGE OF THE ROMAN HIERAR-
CHY. THEN THE "TRUE CHURCH!" WILL BE ASSAILED BY PER-
SECUTION, as were God's ancient people." 1884 GC 278. GC
445.

WE HAVE TO WATCH EVERY WORD (OF THE ORIGINAL BOOKS!)

AND NOT MISS ONE OF THEM-!!!

It is all your LIFE is WORTH!

ARE TODAY'S "ADVENTISTS!" FOLLOWING THE SOP-???
OR ARE THEY "IN COMMON!" with the other CHURCHES-???
And have NO RIGHT to claim WHAT THEY ARE NOT-!!!-???

MY NOTES THIS DAY:

As I noted before - you do not just PAY YOUR FEES and
PREACH whatever you want. No. You SIGN an AGREEMENT
that you will not RUN DOWN ANY OTHER RELIGION! NO
CHRISTIAN CHURCH COULD SIGN OR ABIDE BY SUCH AN
AGREEMENT! WRITTEN OR UNWRITTEN.

I noted that one PROMINENT PROGRAM WAS OFF THE AIR. ON
SUNDAYS. WHY-??? He (they) must have said SOMETHING
that caused them to be CUT OFF ON SUNDAYS. (We will
WATCH and see if they will be cut off WEEKLY ALSO. Perhaps
when present CONTRACT EXPIRES.) We do not have to be hit
in the head with a 12-pound HAMMER to know WHY. Because
the TWO PROGRAMS started BUTTERING UP (OH! BOY! CAN
THEY BUTTER!)

- 34 -
JACK VAN IMPE - THE POPES were RIGHT IN PROPHECY!
ROBERT SHULLER spent a MAJOR PART of his "HOUR OF POW-
ER!" in BUTTERING UP CATHOLIC "MOTHER THERESA!" How
she EXEMPLIFIED "THE LOVE OF GOD!" THIS WEEK THEY TOOK
TO HONORING THE "JEWS!"

JACK VAN IMPE - THE CATHOLIC "RAPTURE!" POPE PIOUS
AGREES. JEWS BACK IN THEIR OWN LAND. MESSIAH COMES
2,000 - 2,001. MESSIAH RULES FROM JERUSALEM.

HOUR OF POWER - PRAISE GOD FOR HIS "IMMORTAL GLAD-
NESS!" (WHAT-?? NO "IMMORTAL TORMENTS IN HELL??")
PERHAPS SHULLER should ask his "MOTHER TERESA!" and her
"CATHOLIC DANTE'S INFERNO??? "IMMORTAL GLADNESS!"
(MY FOOT!) HIS GUEST SPEAKER TODAY: "KEEP YOUR
WORDS NICE AND SOFT - IN CASE YOU HAVE TO EAT THEM!"

BETWEEN SHULLER AND GUEST SPEAKER - SHOULD HAVE
"STRONG SELF-ESTEEM!" "I AM SOMEBODY!" (MY THOUGHTS
- WHAT ELSE IS THE ADVENTISTS "I AM SAVED!" FOLKENBERG
AND THAT IDIOT HE KEEPS AROUND TO RUN HIS "REVIEW!")
"IN COMMON! WITH ALL THE CHURCHES OF BABYLON - "I AM
SAVED!"
(PREDICTION - "I AM SAVED") "OF ALL SINS it is the most
HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE!...should NEVER be TAUGHT to
SAY or to FEEL that they are "SAVED!"...They are UNPRE-
PARED!" COL 154-5. (And 100 more!) IN ADDITION: GOD
HONORS NO ONE THAT PREACHES HELL-TORMENT! THERE IS
NO "SELF-ESTEEM!" "HOUR OF POWER!" also calls for "PEACE
OF MIND!" WHERE is there "PEACE OF MIND!" in SOULS
WRITHING - TWISTING - SHRIEKING! in "HELL TORMENTS!"
The only one that could have "PEACE OF MIND!" while HAR-
BORING THAT BLASPHEMY would be an ALLIGATOR or the
HOPELESS MORON! Or the "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST!" that
RUBS SHOULDERS WITH THEM - REFUSES TO EXPOSE THEM
TO KEEP THEIR TV LICENSE - and speaks of them as "WE HOLD
IN HIGH ESTEEM!" the Christian men and women in other com-
munions who are engaged in WINNING SOULS TO CHRIST!"
QUEER DOCTRINES 626. 1957. (FROOM-ANDERSON.) (THE
SAME TWO THAT WERE CHASING BARNHOUSE AND MARTIN TO
BEG THEM FOR THEIR BLESSING!)

NO CHRISTIAN COULD BE A MINISTER FOR THAT CHURCH
IN THE "OMEGA!" OF THEIR APOSTASY! (OR IS THERE NO "OMEGA-???")
MARK FINLEY: THIS DAY - AUGUST 20, 1995. Talking RIGHT ALONG with the CHARISMATICS - "PROSPERITY! PROSPERITY!" GOD will PROVIDE - (If you pay your TITHE to THEM!) SAME BEAUTIFUL PROMISES AS THE OTHER CHURCHES. NOT A HINT of the coming "WRATH OF GOD - WITHOUT MERCY!!" T5:208, 212. EW 36. ESPECIALLY ON THE MINISTERS! TM 446-7. NO HINT of any "SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!!" Display the SAME "CROSS!!" as the OTHER CHURCHES! The SAME "HOLY PIC- TURES!!" OF CHRIST! I wrote it down AT ONCE so I would have it EXACT! MARK FINLEY SAID: "ETERNAL LIFE IN HEAVEN!"

YOU PAY GOD'S TITHE FOR THAT - ???

WITH NOT ONE WORD OF PROTEST - ???

FOR THEM TO BE "IN COMMON!!" WITH "BABYLON!!" THEY WILL CHANGE "NOTHING!!" THEY WILL KICK YOU OUT!

BEFORE THEY DO: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - AUGUST 21, 1995

PESTES - when we were to hold MEETINGS at the "McCOY RANCH" - wanted to make a BIG DISPLAY - come down to the McCoy Ranch with a CARAVAN-!!! Start in GRAND FORKS, B.C., CANADA - pick up a car here and there on the way - and pull in to the McCOY RANCH with a "CARAVAN!!" (I forget what year that was.) We had announced that ANYONE could have ONE MEETING - any more than that it would have to be approved by the BOARD. When PESTES SPOKE (As an AD- VENTIST MINISTER) he cried BIG CROCODILE TEARS if we hurt the FEELINGS of the ADVENTISTS. (And we should be CARE- FUL not to hurt FEELINGS!) (Perhaps he FORGOT that LAODI- CEAN PHARISEES did not care BEANS if they HURT-OUR- FEELINGS!)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - AUGUST 22, 1995

PESTES - POOR ADVENTIST MINISTERS-!!! WE HURT THEIR FEELINGS-!!! When AL FRIEND asked the BOARD to give PESTES another MEETING (If not MORE!) BROTHER BOOKER (A BLACK!!) said we DID NOT PASS HUNDREDS OF ADVENTIST CHURCHES to get here to ONCE-IN-OUR-LIFE!!! HEAR THE OTHER SIDE OF THE PICTURE - and now going to come to "OUR" MEETINGS and LISTEN to A LUKEWARM LAODICEAN! ABSOLUTELY NOT-!!! BROTHER DITMAR SPOKE UP AND SECONDED THE MOTION!
A COUPLE MORE SPOKE UP INCLUDING D.L.FRIEND (ALFRIEND'S BROTHER) WHILE I WAS CLAPPING MY HANDS (BEHIND MY BACK!) SO WHEN MY TURN CAME TO SPEAK I SAID: "I AGREE WITH THESE BRETHREN-!!!" (THAT IS ALL I HAD TO SAY!)

PESTES WENT ROARING OUT OF THERE TAKING HIS "LAODICEA!" WITH HIM-!!! WE HEARD FROM PLACES HE STOPPED -- IT WAS "HOEHN! HOEHN! HOEHN!" THIS IS THE "ADVENTIST MINISTER!" YOU AGREE WITH HIM OR THERE IS "HELL TO PAY!" ONE TRADITION THAT WENT AROUND THE WORLD AT THE TIME --

MOSES COULD NOT GO INTO THE PROMISED LAND BECAUSE HE SAID: "YE REBELS!" SO IF WE SAY "YE REBELS!" WE CANNOT GO INTO "THE PROMISED LAND!" THAT IS THE END OF OUR RELIGION AND THE END OF ELLEN WHITE-!!!

WE ARE TALKING ABOUT 37 YEARS AGO -- AND SOME THINGS MAY NOT BE TOO CLEAR NOW. BUT I THINK PESTES WAS ONE WHO LABORED "YE REBELS!" I THINK IT WAS NAGEL ONE YEAR -- PESTES THE OTHER. AFTER THREE MEETINGS IN A ROW -- DON'T YOU DARE SAY "YE REBELS!" (TO THE "REBELS") I ASKED: "WHERE IS THAT WRITTEN-???

I DON'T KNOW! IT IS THERE -- SOMEWHERE-!!!"
(I THINK THAT WAS NAGEL.) THREE MEETINGS IN A ROW! AND DOESN'T KNOW WHERE IT IS "WRITTEN!" THIS IS THE ADVENTIST MINISTER -- DOESN'T HAVE TO PROVE THINGS BUT JUST REPEAT BY ROTE -- WHAT IS THE TRADITION OF THE TIME-???

THIS THE "HIBRILES!" WILL REPEAT! TRUE OR FALSE-!!!

MOSES COMMITTED "ONE SIN!" HE SAID "YE REBELS - TWICE!"

ONE WAS NOT A SIN! ALTHOUGH IF YOU ARE NOT CAREFUL AND GO BY THE PREACHERS WHO DO NOT QUOTE ALL-OF-IT-!!! IT MAY SOUND LIKE IT. WHEN DID MOSES SIN-???

WHEN HE SAID: "MUST WE FETCH WATER FOR YOU FROM THIS ROCK-???

HE HAD NO POWER TO FETCH WATER -- HE HAD NO RIGHT TO SAY "MUST WE-???

"SPRIT OF PROPHECY" BOOK (1) -- P.310-1. "FOR THIS SINGLE INSTANCE!" SOP 1:312,339,342-3. EW 163 SAYS IT ALL-!!! I WROTE PESTES AND SET THIS FORTH.
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YOU KNOW WHAT HE WROTE IN REPLY—??? "I FEEL SORRY FOR YOU—!!!"

NOT FAR FROM NOW—THE ADVENTIST MINISTRY BETTER START FEELING SORRY FOR THEMSELVES!!! "BUT I SAW THAT THE MINISTERS DID NOT ESCAPE THE "WRATH OF GOD! THEIR SUFFERING WAS TENFOLD GREATER THAN THAT OF THEIR PEOPLE!" EW 282,289-0. ST 1:116. GC 656. SG 1:211.

THANK GOD EVERY DAY THAT YOU CAN READ FOR YOURSELF! YOU ARE NOT DEPENDENT ON "THE TRADITION OF THE ELDERS!"

"COME APART AND BE YE SEPARATE!" REV. 18.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY—AUGUST 23, 1995

We should have the "NATURE!" of MOSES and "FORGIVE THEM!" OR BLOT MY NAME FROM "THE BOOK OF LIFE!" This went ROUND and ROUND and ROUND the WORLD in that period of TIME. I was a CONFERENCE WORKER and was CHALLENGED to go along with that THEME and I would

NOT BECAUSE:

MOSES DID NOT PRAY!!! HE WASTED NO TIME PRAYING—!!! HE HAD JUST COME DOWN FROM THE MOUNT—GOD WAS ABOUT TO WIPE THE "GOLDEN CALF!" WORSHIPPERS OFF THE FACE OF THE EARTH!! THE RECORD READS that MOSES called on "WHO IS ON THE LORD'S SIDE???" THE TRIBE OF LEVI had NOT taken part in the GOLDEN CALF WORSHIP—were to stand on MOSES' RIGHT HAND with NAKED SWORDS in their HANDS—those who HAD taken PART but acknowledged their SIN—not stand on his LEFT SIDE but NO SWORDS—they were NOT WORTHY to use or have their SWORDS!

WHO DID THAT LEAVE—???

THOSE WHO TOOK PART IN WHOOPING IT UP AND DANCING AROUND THE CALF—stood DEFiant that they WERE NOT SORRY—they would DO IT AGAIN—!!! TASTED THE SWORD! 3,000 FELL! PP 324. SOP 1:25-1. THEN MOSES PRAYED—!!! FOR THOSE THAT WERE LEFT NOT FOR THE DEFiant! SOP 1:252. PP 324. (READ ON—!!!) In all this—MOSES DID NOT SIN—!!!
JUST A LITTLE DETAIL THE ADVENTIST MINISTER LEFT OUT-!!!

(TO THIS DAY!) THROWING IN OUR FACE THAT WE DARE NOT SAY "YE REBELS!" We can quote CHAPTER and VERSE and the FORNicators would SILENCE us by SCREAMING "YE REBELS!" at *US!* Just turning everything around BACKWARDS-!!! WHAT A DAY THAT WILL BE! When the Lord - REVERSes the JUDGMENTS OF MEN-!!! "SPEEDILY COMING!" EW 51. WARN-ING FIRST! PP 96, 102, 106. But the "EMPTY-HEADED CHAFF!" want "PEACE and SAFETY!" and DREAM not of DANGER! PP 167. T5:211. These are the "FOOLISH VIRGINS!" The LAST church - the LOST church - led by URIAH SMITH-!!! COL 411 (426). THE NEXT PAGE TELLS US TO "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" COL 412 (421). (AND 100 MORE!)

WE ARE MORE THAN GLAD -
the "ADVENTIST FORNICATING MINISTRY!!" WILL GET THEIR "COMEUPPANCE!!" TM 446-7. The SAME as the "GOLDEN CALF!" WORSHIPPERS! As GOD has NOT CHANGED! We should PRAY for the likes of THEM-?? "PRAY NOT thou FOR-THIS-PEOPLE...FOR I WILL NOT HEAR THEE-!!!" JER. 7:16; 11:14; 14:11-16. EX. 32:10. (This says it ALL-!!!) Do not "CRITICIZE!" THEM-?? BAH! AND HUMBUG! MOSES would put them to the SWORD! So would ELIJAH! Not to find "FAULT-???" WHY is there so much FAULT to be FOUND-?? More and more as TIME goes on - they are getting "FROM BAD TO WORSE!" (LEFT OUT OF EW 45 but found in PT 22. RH 1:9. TM 36. T5:690-1. (1889.)

THIS UNWELCOME TRUTH IS NOT FOUND IN THE RANKS OF THE GLORY-SEEKERS THAT ARE RUNNING THIS CHURCH-!!! INTO THE GROUND-!!! T5:211.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - AUGUST 24, 1995

ELIJAH took off their HEADS! PHINEHAS, the SON of ELEAZER the HIGH-PISt - used a "JAVELIN!" to PIN "ZIMRI, one of the NOBLES of ISRAEL!" Brought a "MIDIANITISH HARLOT (A PRINCESS) brought her into the CAMP and was PRACTICING "LOVE UNLIMITED!" WITH HER - PHINEHAS PINNED THEM TO THE GROUND - UNITED THEM FOREVER-!!! PP 455.

GOD HONORED HIM AND HIS HOUSEHOLD TO "THE PRIESTHOOD...FOREVER!!" PP 445.
BUT WE are not even to say "YE REBELS!!" OH! BOY! WHAT SOME PEOPLE WILL SWALLOW-!!! The day is not far hence when THEY will TASTE THE SWORD!! "I SAW THAT THE LORD WAS WHETTING HIS SWORD IN HEAVEN TO CUT-THM-DOWN!!
SG 2:229. (ASK MIKE CLUTE TO EXPLAIN THIS!!) "ALL THEY THAT HATE ME - LOVE DEATH-!!!" PROVERBS 8:36.

HOW DOES THIS WORK - ???

(A) Choose the ERROR.
(B) God CHOOSES their DELUSIONS.
(C) SATAN takes CONTROL. T1:187.
(D) HOLY ANGELS LEAVE THEM!! T1:181.
(E) In that CONDITION they are "INSANE!!"
(F) They adopt "HELL-TORMENT THEORIES!!"
(G) IT IS A SHAME! to speak of them as "CHRISTIANS!!"
(H) "PREACHING THE OLD TIME GOSPEL!!"
(I) THIS IS WHAT ROY A. ANDERSON SAID OF "BILLY GRAHAM!!"
(J) BACKED HIM WITH UNTOLD MILLIONS!! (YOUR MONEY?!) 
(K) CHASING "HELL-PRIESTS!!" FOR THEIR BLESSING!
(L) SOME "ELIJAH!!" GUILTY OF THE BLOOD OF SOULS!
(M) GUILTY OF "MURDER!!"
(N) "For the LEADERS of this people - CAUSE them to ERR; and THEY that are led of "THEM!!" are DESTROYED-!!!"
ISA. 9:16.
(O) (WITH "I AM SAVED!!" BILLY!!)
(P) "MANY will stand in OUR PULPITS with the TORCH of FALSE PROPHECY in THEIR HANDS, KINDLED from the HELLISH TORCH OF SATAN!!...SOUND AN ALARM!!" TM 409-10. (AND A DOZEN MORE!!)
(Q) "Ye have ROBBED ME...even this WHOLE NATION!!" MALACHI 3:8,9.
(R) SURELY there were SOME that PAID TITHE-???
(S) HOW COULD A "WHOLE NATION!!" ROB GOD-???
(T) BY "THE WHOLE NATION!!" MISUSING GOD'S TITHE-!!!
(U) HELPING THE BAAL PRIESTS!! "BAAL, BAAL IS THE CHOICE!!" TM 467-8. (READ ON! AND ASK "WHY IS THIS NOT IN THE INDEX-???")
(V) READ p.468 and you will see WHY-!!!
(W) PREDICTION THAT WE WILL FOLLOW "APOPOSTATE ISRAEL!!"
(X) AND WHO SAYS "YE REBELS!!"
(Y) FROM DID NOT WANT US "FINDING!!" THIS "FAULT-???
(Z) (READ ON - !!!)
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - AUGUST 25, 1995

We are to "LEARN SOMETHING NEW - EVERY DAY!" I wonder what it will be TODAY-??? Let's see if I can find the REFERENCE! "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!" GOD is WARNING-THE-WORLD! "IN FIRE AND FLOOD AND EARTHQUAKE He is WARNING the inhabitants of this EARTH of HIS-NEAR-APPROACH! The TIME is NEARING when the GREAT CRISIS in the HISTORY of the WORLD will have COME...IN QUICK SUCCESSION the JUDGMENTS OF GOD will FOLLOW one another - FIRE and FLOOD and EARTHQUAKE, with WAR and BLOODSHED. OH, that the people might KNOW the TIME of their VISITATION-!!!"

T9:97. (START READING FROM T9:91.) When you come to T9:97 you will NOTE - the DOOR of PROBATION HAS ALREADY CLOSED FOR SOME! "THEN will THE MESSAGE of the THIRD ANGEL SWELL to a "LOUD CRY!" T6:400-1. (Now follow this with 1884 ORIGINAL GC 421 - now take it to T6:404-5. THE SEALING IS ON-!!!) You owe it to YOURSELF and YOUR LOVED ONES to FORGET the LULLABIES you heard in that "CHURCH!" and give them NOT ANOTHER THIN DIME-!!! Let those PREACHERS go to "WORK!" Same as we all do. By this TIME you know MORE than he ever will-!!!

YES! THIS IS REALLY A "THOUGHT FOR TODAY!"

SHOULD BE TRUMPETED FROM THE HOUSE TOPS-!!!

SOMEONE (MAN OR WOMAN!) SHOULD GO TO WORK ON THIS

AND PREPARE "A ONE PAGE FLYER-!!!"

"CALAMITIES-IN-THEIR-ORDER-!!!"

I SHOULD HAVE ADDED THE NEWS THAT THE WORSE FIRES IN HISTORY ARE RAGING NOW (IN NORTHERN CANADA!) AND ELSEWHERE! (NEW YORK CITY! INDIA! CHINA! AND IN THE SOUTHERN PART - WORST FLOODS IN ALL HISTORY! CARS TURNING OVER AND OVER WITH THE PEOPLE INSIDE-!!! "MEN'S HEARTS FAILING THEM FOR FEAR-!!!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - AUGUST 26, 1995

AN ASSEMBLY OF FACTS CONCERNING "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!"
"MY FIRST VISION!" was 1844. She "FOUND FAULT!" with "PREACHERS OF BABYLON!"

(2) THEY "FOUND FAULT!" WITH HER—!!! IT TOOK MANY YEARS TO PROVE WHO WAS "RIGHT!"

(3) THE "DIE-HARDS!" DO NOT WANT TO ADMIT IT YET!

(4) THE MYSTERY IS "WHY DID THEY NOT START THEIR OWN MOVEMENT—???"

(5) "WHY COME IN HERE AND CHANGE HER WRITINGS—???"

(6) THE CHIEF ONE WAS "URIAH SMITH!" He actually OPENLY CHANGED HER WRITINGS IN 1883.

(7) "LEROY E. FROOM!" was JUST AS BAD if not even WORSE! Set about to CHANGE EVERY LAST THING!

(8) SO SHE WROTE THAT BETWEEN THAT "CHURCH!" AND "THE WORLD!" NO DIFFERENCE COULD BE SEEN!

(9) Here we must PAUSE and clear a MAJOR POINT!

(10) We must consider "TIME!" "PLACE!" "CIRCUMSTANCES!"

(11) TO CLARIFY THIS — What she said in 1888 — CANNOT by any STRETCH of the IMAGINATION be made TO APPLY 100 YEARS LATER.

(12) Or, CONVERSELY — MADE TO APPLY 100 YEARS EARLIER!

(13) IN OTHER WORDS, "CONTEXT!" SUBJECT-PERSON-TIME- OCCASION — has to be "FLEXIBLE!"

(14) "RIGHTEOUSLY DIVIDING THE WORD OF TRUTH!" 2 TIM. 2:15.

(15) "BUT SHUN PROFANE AND VAIN BABBLINGS!" Verse 16.

(16) SINCE SHE WAS CHOSEN AS THE SPECIAL PROPHET FOR THE "SEALING!" OF THE 144,000, SHE WAS PARTICULARLY TAKEN UP WITH "THE WISE AND FOOLISH VIRGINS!"

(17) "THERE WAS NO APPARENT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE WISE AND THE FOOLISH VIRGINS UNTIL..."

(18) (AH! YES! THERE YOU HAVE THE WORD "UNTIL")

(19) CIRCUMSTANCES — TIME — "UNTIL"

(20) "UNTIL THE CRY!" (AT MIDNIGHT!) RH 3:291. September 17, 1895.

(21) There we are now involved in our CORRECT UNDERSTANDING OF CRY—CRISIS—WHY—

(22) We could be RELEASED like a SPRING to go from TEXT TO TEXT — from BOOK TO BOOK.

(23) FROM AUTHORITY TO AUTHORITY — FROM HONEST TO DECEIVER! MANY LAME-BRAINS WILL get themselves involved here.

(24) HOW CAN WE TELL THE DIFFERENCE—???

(25) "TIME!" MAY BE A GREAT "HEALER!" BUT CAN ALSO BE A GREAT "EYE OPENER!"

(26) If "URIAH SMITH!" SET HIMSELF FORTH AS THE "PROPHET!" TO THE CHURCH!
(27) WHY ALL THE PERPETUAL "COMMITTEES!" TO TRY TO CORRECT HIS BLUNDERS!
(28) AND WHY DO THE MAJORITY WANT TO GO BY HIM ANYWAY???
(29) BECAUSE HE PREDICTED A GLORIOUS "FUTURE!" FOR THIS "SYNAGOGUE!" THAT SHE DID NOT "PREDICT!"
(30) SO NOW THE ONES WHO GO BY THE MAJORITY PROVE TO BE MOCKERS—SCOFFERS—DOUBTERS!
(31) Just because they want "PEACE and SAFETY!" and the ASSURANCE of "I AM SAVED!"
(32) Which the TRUE PROPHET CONDEMNED! AND WOULD NOT GIVE THEM!
(33) SO THEY WOULD NOT BE HONEST(??) ABOUT IT AND GO WITH OTHER "FLOTSAM!" and "DRIFT!"
(34) But have the "DIABOLISM!" "NERVE!" "GALL!" "AUDACITY!" to "NEW-MODEL THE CAUSE!"
(35) "BORING FROM WITHIN!" to make the DOCTRINES more to their LIKING!
(36) EVERYTHING THE WRITINGS SAY OF THEM GETTING THEIR "COMEUPPANCE!" and "MADE!" to come and "BOW AT THE FEET OF THE SAINTS!"
(37) (AT THE FEET OF THE 144,000 PHILADELPHIANS!)
(38) WE THINK IS "GREAT!" "GREAT!" "GREAT!" EW 30. REV. 3:9. SPREAD THIS TRUTH—!!!
(39) REVEL IN RH 3:291. SEPT. 17, 1895. THEN GO TO WHAT "URIAH SMITH!" WOULD NOT PRINT for 25 YEARS and when he did — had to FUDDLE IT UP!
(40) CHANGE IT! A WORD TO: "TO THE INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE—??!" NO. NO. NO.
(41) "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK!"
(42) If you are interested in "EVENTS—IN-THEIR-ORDER!" you have it here!
(43) AGAIN and AGAIN WE HAVE TO SAY: "IF YOU GO BY THE ORIGINAL!" "LEAVES OF AUTUMN BOOKS!" 518 W. Main St., P.O. Box 440, Payson, AZ 85547-0440. ($2.50 U.S.) (See p.28.)
(46) THEY SURE HATE THIS MESSAGE — THAT A "MOVEMENT!" IS TO "COME!" "IN THE FUTURE!" 1884 GC 296. GC 461.
(47) That is why SATAN raised such a FUSS about "FUTURISM!"
(48) PROPHESY is "FUTURISM!"
(49) "FUTURISM!" is "PROPHESY!" WHAT ELSE IS IT-???
(50) Let's have some SENSE-!!! "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!" has to include "FUTURISM!"
(51) There are those who are "OFFENDED AT A WORD!" They can stay "OFFENDED!"
(52) Do we have the "RIGHT" to be "OFFENDED!" when they try to MESMERIZE US WITH THEIR "ERRORS!" and "DELI-
SIONS!" that mean THE LOSS OF SOULS!-???
(53) ELIJAH was a bit MORE than "OFFENDED!"
(54) He made SURE that THEY had "NO FUTURE!" (WHAT A "PIG-SNOUT!" RELIGION!)
(55) THERE IS NO "FUTURE!" FOR THE "LAST CHURCH!" "LOST
CHURCH!" PHILADELPHIA IS "SEALED!"
(56) IN THE "6TH SEAL!" She gets there ONE JUMP AHEAD of "OLD DRUG-SHOP LAODICEA!"
(57) For whom "THE DOOR IS SHUT!" NEVER OPENED! Or GRAMMAR has NO MEANING! AMOS 8:2,3.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - AUGUST 27, 1995

Yes, I wrote - NOTHING for exactly 4 hours. Not that I had nothing to write - but our ENEMIES are WATCHING to catch us if they can. So what can we tell you - and what can we NOT TELL YOU - or not tell you - VEL-???. Such as the MESSAGE WE TEACH is NOT POPULAR and NEVER WILL BE POPULAR. So we have been making up 50% by MINING. MINING is what we call it - but it actually is EXPLORATION. PHYSICAL EXPLORA-
TION GEOPHYSICS (ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS) and DIAMOND DRILLING. Since GOOD DIAMONDS are being found in B.C., CANADA - this is NOT what we are after. THE DIAMONDS are on BITS that fit on the END OF RODS - we DRILL IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS HERE to find the ORE. We are just enter-
ing what my be FABULOUSLY RICH ORE. THIS IS MINING COUNTRY and you can find ORE - ANYWHERE. EVEN RICH ORE can be WORTHLESS. It has to be ENOUGH THEN AGAIN - it can LOOK GOOD - but NO VALUES. "FOOL'S GOLD!"

Like some of the STUFF PEDDLED by too many PREACHERS, who do not know how to RECOGNIZE VALUE. They PEDDLE it because OTHERS ARE PEDDLING IT and they want to be "SOMEBODY!" POPULAR. I am so glad that kind of "PEACE and SAFETY!" PREACHERS are going to GET IT: "I saw that the MINISTERS did NOT ESCAPE THE "WRAITH" of God. Their SUFFERING was TENFOLD GREATER than that of their people!" Ew 282. GOOD-!!!
That is as it SHOULD BE — !!! They have a CHOICE — teach TRUTH vs ERROR — but they choose what will be POPULAR! They want "ATTENTION—??!
They will get it in SEVEN LAST PLAGUES —!!! GOOD! GOOD! GOOD! You want to COVER UP FOR THEM—??! You can get it — TOO—!!! DESTROY A SOUL FOR ALL ETERNITY just to make yourself a "NAME—??!" That is not a MINISTER — THAT is a "DOG!" "DUMB DOGS that would not BARK!" T5:211.

JUST LIKE POLITICIANS (AND PREACHERS ALSO!) THAT LEAD THEIR PEOPLE INTO WAR! Of course the PEOPLE are to blame, ALSO! Why did they have to GO—??! He that LIVES by the SWORD — will DIE by the SWORD! MOST WARS COULD BE PREVENTED! BIG-MOUTHED WARMONGERS — just as EMPTY-HEADED AS SOME PREACHERS! How about your "BILLY GRAHAM—??!" "Protestants...will be FOREMOST!" GC 588. 1884 GC 405. Just like about 5 and 20 ADVENTIST PREACHERS WILL FOLLOW BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM as they MARCH UP THE HILL to greet the RISING SUN EASTER SUNDAY MORNING! EZE. 8:16.

TELL MIKE CLUTE THE SEALING ANGEL WILL RISE FROM THE EAST AND PUT AN INDELIBLE MARK ON THE FOREHEAD — MARKING THEM FOR DESTRUCTION!!! MIKE CLUTE WILL NOT HELP THEM ANY! They DID NOT HAVE TO march up that HILL! Did MIKE CLUTE tell them NOT TO—??! Or was he TOO BUSY entertaining the OLD WOMEN in the PAPER DOLLIE WARD—??!
(Some "ELIJAH!")

THOUGHT FOR TODAY — AUGUST 28, 1995

MINING

***(1) "AS THE MINER EAGERLY EXPLORES THE EARTH TO DISCOVER ITS VEINS OF GOLD, so you are to EXPLORE the Word of God for the HIDDEN TREASURE...!!!" FCE 307. (Much the same — GC 69. Also COL 111. SC 91. T8:157. GW 76. PP 223.)

***(2) SOLOMON — the WISEST MAN IN THE WORLD — sent the SHIPS to get "THE GOLD OF OPHIR" and the "CEDAR OF LEBANON." 2 CHRON. 9:10,13–22. "In our LABOR we are to be WORKERS TOGETHER WITH GOD...He has hidden in the Earth the GOLD and SILVER, the IRON and COAL: but it is only through TOIL that we can obtain them." ED. 214. BUT EARTHLY TREASURE AND RICHES CAN CAUSE LOSS OF "INTEGRITY!"

It did for SOLOMON. T7:217. RY 183.
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***(3) PLAYING THE STOCK MARKET. (GAMBLING.) Trying to make MONEY without WORKING. Playing with FUTURES! GAMBLING with what the PRICE will be in the FUTURE. That is the STOCK MARKET, the PRICE of LUMBER - FOOD - TEXTILES (CLOTHING) - CARS - MACHINERY - AND OF COURSE "MINING!" MINING is perhaps the MOST DRAMATIC of all - because the DRILL may enter FABULOUS ORE. Other commodities would not CHANGE that SUDDENLY or DRAMATICALLY!

***(4) EVERYTHING IN LIFE IS A GAMBLE! It can be divided into THREE FIELDS - BUSINESS - RELIGION - SPORTS. People buy STOCK in the COMMODITY that they BET ON - will be a BEST-SELLER! People VOTE (With their TITHES!) for the RELIGION they BET will WIN. The SAME in the FIELD of SPORTS. EVERYTHING is a BET! Even the one you MARRY! There isn't a THING in this WORLD that people do not BET ON! They will go CRAZY over POLITICS and SPORTS - which TEAM will WIN-???. How many will be FORCED to FACE THE FACT - that what APPEARS to be the WINNING TEAM - can just as likely be a LOSER? So in the STOCK MARKET you BET on a WINNER! So in RELIGION! WHAT A LETDOWN when you DISCOVER - you BET on the LOSING TEAM!

***(5) HOW CAN YOU BE SURE-???. WHAT PREDICTIONS DID the PROPHET MAKE-???. BE SURE it is ACTUALLY what SHE SAID-!!! And not something DREAMED UP by URIAH SMITH or FROOM! THE NEMESIS OF ADVENTISM! BET THEIR SOUL and the SOULS of their LOVED ONES on a BORN LOSER! "THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN REGARDED AS WORTHY AND RIGHTEOUS - PROVE TO BE "RING LEADERS!" IN APOSTASY and EXAMPLES in INDIFFERENCE...THEIR WICKED COURSE HE WILL TOLERATE NO LONGER - and in His WRATH! He deals with them - WITHOUT MERCY-!!!" 75:212. (TELL THIS TO MIKE CLUTE!)

***(6) "WITHOUT MERCY-!!!" WHAT A MESS-!!! THEY SURE LET US DOWN-!!! JUST LIKE THE NATIONS! BAYONET EACH OTHER! THEIR GUTS TRAIL IN THE DUST! And then find they "KILLED THE WRONG PIG!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - AUGUST 30, 1995

HOW THANKFUL WE SHOULD BE - that the Lord gave us a SPECIAL PROPHET for the SEALING of the 144,000 and the WIND-UP of EARTH'S AFFAIRS! ACCORDING TO "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST ENCYCLOPEDIA." (COMMENTARY VOL. 10):
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**(A)** WILLIAM ELLIS FOY. Tall, light-skinned colored man. In the ROBES of an EPISCOPAL MINISTER he presented an IMPOISING FIGURE. His FIRST VISION was Jan. 18, 1842. Early enough to have STRAIGHTENED OUT the WM. MILLER GROUP. His SECOND VISION was Feb. 4, 1842. He saw that VISION would NEVER be POPULAR so he refused to give the VITAL PARTS.

**(B)** ELLEN HARMON - her FIRST VISION - December 1844. Girl of 17 years. HER VISIONS - SO UNPOPULAR - URIAH SMITH undertook to CHANGE THEM! NO ORGANIZED GROUP WILL ACCEPT THE TRUTH of the 144,000. No, not ONE. Only INDIVIDUALS here and there, FEW and FAR BETWEEN! If there is a GROUP STARTED - they soon DISINTEGRATE!

**(C)** GO BACK to URIAH SMITH and THE LUKEWARM LAOCIDEAN CULT-!!! If you stand back and take a careful OVERVIEW you will soon see at what they STUMBLE. And you will see what doctrines THEY INVENT to make the TRUTH OF NONE-EFFECT!

**(E)** Although this has been BADLY MESSED AROUND WITH - still "THE SEAL OF GOD" CHAPTER (T5:207) holds the ANSWERS to why THEY WILL NOT TOLERATE IT-!!!


**(G)** That is NOT ALL that is on that PAGE-!!! Look it up and find FOUR OTHER THINGS!

**(H)** T5:211. Of course they DENY THAT PAGE OUTRIGHT! WROTE A WHOLE BOOK TO DENY IT! WE GO BY THE PROPHET and let the GLORY-SEEKERS find OTHERS to DECEIVE-!!!

**(I)** NOT ONLY DO WE NOT GO BY YOUR leadership - but we EXPOSE THEM for the LIARS that they are and so they "FIND FAULT!" "CRITICIZE!" "CONDEMN!" and lately, to be TRUE TO THE PREDICTIONS OF THE PROPHET - they GO TO LAW! The last GASP of a LOST CAUSE!

**(J)** They go so far as to HIRE CATHOLIC LAWYERS (GC 607) and keep SUNDAY! (GC 608).

**(K)** This is done by MANY! (GC 608) in OUR Pulpits! (TM 409.)
***(L) There is really NO EXCUSE for ANYONE to DENY any of this! LOOK IT UP! HOLD MEETINGS IN YOUR HOME! But watch them SLOWLY GO BACK to the JUNTO–CABALA–CON–FEDERACY!

***(M) THEN WATCH THE LORD ACT "THE MINISTRY OF HIS WRATH—!!!" T5:208. THAT'S IT—!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - AUGUST 31, 1995

"INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES!"

***(N) GOD GAVE US SPECIAL TRUTHS FOR THE TIME OF THE SEALING OF THE 144,000 PHILADELPHIANS. THAT IS "TRUTH #1 FOR TODAY." NOBODY WANTED THAT "TRUTH!"

***(O) URIAH SMITH MADE HIMSELF POPULAR BY TEACHING WHAT THE PEOPLE WANTED. A MEDIocre - (NOT TOO BRIGHT ADVENTIST) that would NEVER amount to anything - hearing that the day will come when he (MEDIocre–NOBODY HOME!) will see the day when "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES!" will come and BOW LOW! SALAAM LOW BEFORE 144,000 ADVENTIST FEET - OH! BOY! says MEDIocre! "THIS IS THE RELIGION FOR ME—!!!" NOW I CAN BE A "SOMEbody!" For such a "RELI-GION!" he will give HIS LIFE—!!! ALL HIS TITHE—!!!

***(P) The URIAH SMITHS BEAM WITH SATISFACTION that they WIN so MANY - and the MONEY POURS IN BY THE BUCKET–FULL—!!! VAin PROMISES—!!! "FOOL'S GOLD!" LOOKS NICE BUT "NO VALUE!" (This is the FIRST TIME you heard this – isn't it—????) PEOPLE LIKE THE "PLEASING FABLES!"

***(Q) The ONLY TIME they will NOT LIKE "THE PLEASING FABLES!" is in "THE SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!" Of course, the "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE OF GOD Slobber!" takes care of THAT!

***(R) THEN "THE AWAKENING!" comes along and beats their TOM–TOMS for "NO EFFORT!" "THE CURSE OF WORKS!" NO DIFFERENT from the BABYLONIANS! MEDIocre LIKES THIS, TOO! OH! He is finding some "RICH LIGHT!" STRAIGHT FROM "THE THRONE OF GOD!" How EAGERLY he finds a GROUP where he can RELAX and take it ALL IN! Some find the SAME THING (SELF–IMPORTANCE) in the BEER PARLOR—!!! They can go for it - ROUND after ROUND—!!! READY WOMEN AND ALL!
"I knew not what to call it, but I was instructed to call it UNHOLY SPIRITUAL LOVE!" ("FREE-LOVISM!") T8:292. SM 2:26. EV. 589-602.

***(S) What I would like to ask—some of these GENTRY—
"DID YOU LOOK IN THE INDEX UNDER "EFFORT"??!!" Or were you AFRAID to LOOK—??!! It might SHATTER your DREAMS—!! BETTER to DREAM ON—!!! In the BEER PARLOR they also SLING AROUND "SUGAR and SPICE AND EVERYTHING NICE!" EVEN A CLOWN ACT ALSO! TO RIVAL IDIOT "JOHNSON!" AND "FRED (NOBODY HOME! WRIGHT!)" If they get a LAUGH—they are SATISFIED! THEY LIVE FOR THAT!

***(T) "You have EFFORTS to make! You must DO what you can on YOUR PART!" T1:167. OH! NO! I DON'T THINK SO! "CHRIST DOES IT ALL!"

***(U) "Up to the present time they have done NOTHING but serve THEMSELVES. THIS CLASS of "DO-NOTHINGS!" and "KNOW-NOTHINGS!" as far as the WORK to be done in GOD'S CAUSE is concerned, will never hear the "WELL DONE!" from the lips of the MAJESTY of HEAVEN!" RH 1:202. Dec. 12, 1878. (Also p.192,210,238,353.) SM 2:181. WHAT A JOY TO "FIND FAULT!" "CRITICIZE!" "CONDEMN!" such IRRESPONSIBLE DUMMIES LIKE THAT WHO ARE:

***(V) WHAT ARE THEY—??!! "MAN-KILLERS!" causing the DEATH of MILLIONS—!!! And do not even want to be "CRITICIZED!" "ELIJAH!" had the right idea GOING THROUGH LIFE LIKE A CAREFREE IDIOT — and want to be REWARDED FOR IT! Want the RIGHT to STAND in the PULPIT to TEACH OTHERS—!!! And there are some who feel if we go LISTEN to the LIKES OF THEM— we will be "SAVED!" It is to VOMIT!

***(W) THIS IS THE SAME SORT—who DENY that Christ obtains "ANYTHING!" for us—He ministers for 2,000 years—"But it was NOT with the HOPE of obtaining something FOR US..." Here is where ANDREASEN came in. How many references can you find that He OBTAINS "EVERYTHING!" for us—??!! What some people will fall for—!!! Called "SNARES of SATAN!"

***(X) THE "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES!" are around the THRONE IN HEAVEN—the REDEEMED from ALL the WORLD from ALL TIME! THAT IS WHAT THE BLOOD OF CHRIST DID FOR US! Do not try to make out that THIS CHURCH in the HOUR OF ITS "OMEGA!" will bring in that MULTITUDE.
(OH! BOY! I CAN HARDLY WRITE IT!) To think that ANYONE would FALL for such CLAP-TRAP! They sure must THINK that they are **SOMETHING!** PUFFED UP IN THEIR FLESHLY MINDS! Come among a people like THAT - and try to teach some **SENSE** into them!

***(Y)*** Some people, in order to be **SAVED** - are going to have to **OVERHAUL-ALL-THEIR-THINKING-!!!** DO IT - while there is still **TIME**. (If there is!). You want "ASSURANCE-???") Find it **THREE TIMES** in "THE SPIRITUALISM!" chapter - **ANY BOOK**! GC 560-1. (378-9).


---

**THOUGHT FOR TODAY - SEPT. 2, 1995**

It seems, those who were **ONCE** with us - go into the **GREATEST DECEPTIONS.** Like at our **MEETINGS** in **FAR EASTERN CANADA** - FRED ALABACH led them all across **AMERICA** "WE ARE GODS!" At least three of them got **CANCER.** (ANYONE can get **CANCER** or any other **DEGENERATIVE DISEASE** but when it **ZEROES IN ON A CERTAIN CLASS** - we begin to take **NOTICE!**)

CAREY ROWLANDSON, P.O. Box 106, Ballandean, Queensland 4382, AUSTRALIA. (Or try P.O. Box 1888) puts out **"THE REPORTER"** **"LIBERTY LINES"** **"THE PROTESTANT"** and other **PUBLICATIONS.** He uses the **ADVENTIST PUBLIC RELATIONS!** technique - anything **GOOD** is said of **HIM** or his **WORKS**, he **SCOURS** the **WORLD** - just **SHAKINGLY HUNGRY** for **ONE GOOD WORD!** Put the **WHOLE CHURCH** to seek for **ONE WORD OF PRAISE!** (I used to say, you **NOTICE** - they NEVER **JOIN!** Just **"BACK-SCRATCHING!"** Leaves some satisfied for a **WHOLE YEAR!** **ONE WORD OF PRAISE!**)

(TH.E PHARISEES!) **"THE GLORIFICATION of THEMSELVES was the **OBJECT** of their **LIVES-!!!**" DA 408. "The **GREAT BURDEN** of the **PHARISEES** was to secure the **PRAISE OF MEN**!" T5:133.

IF YOU LOOK THIS UP - you will see to obtain their **AMBITION** they will **"PERVERT!"** and **"MISAPPLY!"** the **WRITINGS!** THE **GREAT BURDEN** of CAREY ROWLANDSON is **"ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!"**
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In particular - "THE PAPACY! THE PAPACY! THE PAPACY!" As is the way of "MONOMANIACS!" who bend EVERYTHING to PROVE THEIR ONE POINT and SCOUR the WORLD to PROVE IT!

To get across that ONE POINT - who do they ENLIST to get some CLOUT BEHIND THEM-??? PROTESTANTISM - PRESBYTERIANISM - METHODISM - PENTECOSTALISM - BAPTISTISM - and in order to fan the "LAST REMAINING EMBERS OF PROTESTANTISM!" to PRETEND it is OUR DUTY to BACK "PROTESTANTISM!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - SEPT. 3, 1995

In their ZEAL not according to "KNOWLEDGE!" (ADD to your FAITH - "KNOWLEDGE!" so it is no longer COLD and "ALONE!") "KNOWLEDGE! would have INFORMED YOU to GET OUT OF BED!" with your REAL ENEMIES! "THE PROTESTANTS of the UNITED STATES will be FOREMOST!" YOUR GC 588. "SHE will reach over the ABYSS to clasp hands with the ROMAN POWER!" 1884 GC 405.

THE GREAT DANGER ALWAYS HAS BEEN "THREE UNCLEAN SPIRITS LIKE FROGS" come out of the MOUTH of the DRAGON... BEAST...FALSE PROPHET. For they are the SPIRITS OF DEVILS, working MIRACLES!!!! REV. 16:13,14. CALLED in "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" - "this THREEFOLD UNION!" 1884 GC 405. GC 588. URIAH SMITH would have them EQUAL PARTNERS! But they are most DECIDEDLY NOT "EQUAL PARTNERS!" "PROTESTANTISM!" will be FOREMOST and the ORIGINAL BOOK SAID "SHE" "ROMANISM!" is NOT the THREAT! Although the "MONOMANIACS!" can APPEAR to make it so!

WE HAVE TO KEEP CERTAIN THINGS IN MIND

*****(A) "THEN I SAW the MOTHER of HARLOTS...SHE HAS HAD HER DAY, and it is PAST;

*****(B) "and her DAUGHTERS, THE PROTESTANT SECTS were the NEXT to come on the STAGE;

*****(C) and act out the SAME MIND that the MOTHER HAD... THE DAUGHTERS HAVE BEEN GROWING;

*****(D) and soon they will exercise the POWER once exercised by the MOTHER! I SAW THE

*****(E) NOMINAL CHURCH and NOMINAL ADVENTISTS, LIKE JUDAS, would BETRAY us to THE CATHOLICS...

*****(F) THE SAINTS THEN will be an OBSCURE people, LITTLE KNOWN to the CATHOLICS...!!!"
THIS IS OUR GOLDEN REFERENCE FOUND IN "MAGEN and SPAULDING COLLECTION." p.1,2. (THIS IS THE 498-PAGE BOOK) (THIS IS THE END OF THE "CAREY ROWLANDSON CULT!")

PUTTING US TO BED WITH THE REAL DEVIL-POSSESSED "DAUGHTERS!" Look up "MAGEN and SPAULDING!" to get ALL of it and from there BRANCH OUT to see the JEWS that run this CHURCH and this CANADIAN PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA RUN BY TALMUDISM and NATURALLY they would HOLLER at:

"ROMANISM!"
"We may have LESS to say in some lines, in regard to the ROMAN POWER and the PAPACY!" TM 112.

THE AWFUL PICTURE
While the MISGUIDED CULT would keep us in the indoor sport of "POPE-BASHING!" their PAL "BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM!" in spite of MULTIPLIED MILLIONS the FROOM-ANDERSONS HAVE SPENT OF YOUR TITHE and OFFERINGS to AID and ABET the REAL DANGER is "EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE!" 1884 GC 278-284. GC 445. SPENDING MILLIONS TO BUILD UP OUR DEADLY ENEMY-!!!

AND DID YOU NOTICE-???
He did not change ONE IOTA-!!! SAME PORK - SAME HELL - SAME SUNDAY - and I am SURPRISED the ANGEL did not slap him over the MOUTH as he (BILLY GRAHAM!) threw the GATES OF HEAVEN OPEN for "ALL RELIGIONS!" The WORLD is heading for a "ONE WORLD RELIGION" as well as a "ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - SEPT. 4, 1995
"THE ADVENTIST REVIEW" for August 1995 (Special N.A.D. Edition) is all "JOY! JOY! JOY!" Speaking GLIBLY of the "NEW MILLENNIUM!" - "A TIME FOR UNPRECEDENTED GROWTH!"

ROBERT S. FOLKENBERG - "for the next five years and BEYOND!" p.6 (1022). SOME WRITERS are SO ADAPT if you aren't CAREFUL they will have you CHEERING THEM ON-!!!

COMING BACK TO SANITY - WILL NOT BE EASY-!!!
THIS IS THE "KORAH, DATHAN and ABIRAM!" RELIGION. "THE CONGREGATION IS HOLY! EVERY ONE OF THEM!" To throw a little COLD WATER on their OVERHEATED BEARINGS - SOP 1:306.
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(And you should read from p.300. ST 4:153. PP 403-4. T3: 353,358,361,380. T5:66.) Tells us this EXUBERANCE is "RE-
BELLIOn!" It is NOT what God has PREDICTED!!! How can you
HARMONIZE such GLORY-SEEKING and lush PRAISEs with:
"SOON THE DEAD AND DYING WILL BE ALL AROUND US... (TELL
THIS TO MIKE CLUTE!) "Then the SLAIN OF THE LORD will be
from one end of the Earth, to the other; they will NOT be
LAMENTED, GATHERED, nor BURIED: but their ILL SAVOR will
come up from the face of the WHOLE EARTH. Those ONLY who
have "THE SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD!" will be sheltered from
the STORM OF WRATH, that will soon fall on the heads of
those who have REJECTED THE TRUTH!" In hope, E.G.WHITE.
PT p.32. (You may have a copy.) September 1849. RH 1:11.
(LEFT OUT of EW 48.) ISA. 8:2; 10:23; 14:12; 25:33; 28:12.
(See PT 22.)

IF ALL THEY ARE INTERESTED IN IS HOW TO GET "UNPRECEDENTED GROWTH!"
They have the RIGHT FORMULA! LIKE THE HARLOT OF T8:250
- "PEACE and SAFETY!" "LOVE and KISSES!" NO MATTER
HOW DEFECTIVE THEY MAY BE!!! (See TM 15 and not 16.)

So they crawl into bed with EVERY KIND OF A QUEER - just
don't be "JUDGMENTAL!" Even of HOMOS! SANDRA DORAN
p.21 (1037. YEP! THAT WILL BUILD THE BIG CHURCH! AFTER
ALL - is anything else MORE IMPORTANT???) We sure have
a LETDOWN for them!

Look up "CRISIS!" wherever you might find it in the WRITINGS.
BEFORE THAT, you might have seen LITTLE or NO DIFFERENCE!
But in a "CRISIS!" COL 412 (421) the MASK comes OFF!
JUDAS and KD&A show their COLORS: "Soon God's people will
be TESTED by FIERY TRIALS, and the GREAT PROPORTION of
those who now APPEAR to be GENUINE and TRUE will prove to be
BASE METAL." (FOOL'S GOLD appears BEAUTIFUL WITHOUT
but VALUELESS WITHIN!" BASE METAL INSTEAD of being
STRENGTHENED and CONFIRMED by OPPOSITION - THREATS -
and ABUSE, they will COWARDLY TAKE THE SIDE OF THE OP-
POSER!..To stand in DEFENSE of TRUTH and RIGHTEOUS-
NESS when THE MAJORITY FORSAKE US, (NOT JUST "FOR-
SAKE! US BUT "OPPOSE US") to FIGHT the BATTLES of the
LORD when CHAMPIONS ARE FEW - this will be our TEST!!...THE
NATION will be on the SIDE of the GREAT REBEL LEADER! The
TEST will surely come!" T5:136. (1882.) (AND A DOZEN
MORE!) (OH! HORRORS! THIS IS FUTURISM!)
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SATAN HAS HIS AGENTS EVERYWHERE! JUST SO WE ARE NOT READY! FOOL HIM!!! "Wherefore come OUT from among THEM, and be ye SEPARATE, saith the Lord, and touch not the unclean thing; and I WILL RECEIVE YOU!" 2 COR. 6:17.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - SEPT. 5, 1995

THE CHURCH LEADERS like to talk you into "UNITY!" And CURSE you if you stand ALONE. But that last reference puts the BLESSING OF GOD if you "SEPARATE!" from "THEM!" ("AND I WILL RECEIVE YOU!") "BLESSING!" ON CONDITION that you DO "SEPARATE!" Expect CHURCH LEADERS to tell you THAT-?? You have a LONG WAIT COMING - you will wait FOREVER-!!!

"IF NATHANAEEL had TRUSTED to the RABBIS for GUIDANCE, he would NEVER have found JESUS...While they TRUST to the GUIDANCE of HUMAN AUTHORITY, NONE - NONE - NONE will come to a SAVING KNOWLEDGE of the TRUTH. LIKE NATHANAEL, we need to study GOD'S WORD FOR OURSELVES...!!!" DA 140-1.

It seems to be a QUIRK of HUMAN NATURE to want to belong to the LARGEST GROUP - there they seem to feel SAFE. I wonder WHY-?? So they APPLAUD any "CHURCH GROWTH!" PROGRAM. But if we stood BACK and WATCHED - we would see that CHURCH GROWTH and DROPPING CHURCH STANDARDS go hand in hand.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - SEPT. 6, 1995

Some of the TEACHING of ADVENTISTS was/is - OUT OF THIS WORLD. Like MSR(RICHARDS) for YEARS on ENDLESS YEARS he would say a SIGN of having committed "THE SIN AGAINST THE HOLY GHOST!" is to "LOSE ALL DESIRE FOR RELIGION!" Thus leaving ADVENTISTS and the WORLD "SITTING DUCKS!" Entirely UNPREPARED. So they lose "ALL DESIRE FOR RELIGION-??" BOY! Would I like to SMASH that RELIGION! into the GROUND!

THE GREATEST MIRACLE EVER PERFORMED ON EARTH-!!!

I cannot just say KD&A! This GENERATION of "KNOW-NOTHING" ADVENTISTS have to have it SPELLED OUT for them. "KORAH, DATHAN & ABIRAM!" stood and DEFIED MOSES with CENSORS in their HANDS! PP 395-405. T3:339-62. MAKING A "PROFESSION!" OF RELIGION-???
NOT ONLY MAKING A "PROFESSION!" FOR THEMSELVES BUT "THE CONGREGATION IS HOLY - EVERY ONE OF THEM!" (BOY! WHAT A "PROFESSION!" EVERY ONE OF THEM!) The Lord was not about READY to let them get away with THAT!!! AND FOOL THE WHOLE CAMP! So what HAPPENED??? You know the story. For such DARING BLASPHEMY - MOSES told the people to "GET BACK!" GET CLEAR OF KD&A - and see what will HAPPEN!!! "...they BLASPHEMED GOD, they were SO DELUDED as to think themselves RIGHTEOUS...Do not the SAME EVILS still exist??? SELF-EXALTATION...By PERSISTENTLY REITERATING FALSEHOOD, and that against ALL EVIDENCE, they at last come to believe it to be TRUTH. It was this act that SEALED THEIR DOOM. They had committed the SIN AGAINST THE HOLY SPIRIT!!!" PP 403-5. (And 20 more!) DIDN'T JUDAS "PROFESS RELIGION??? to the VERY LAST? What is this ADVENTIST JUNK PROPAGATED FOR YEARS and NO ONE to call them what they were - "LIARS!" And do you know what else???

THIS HISTORY OF KD&A (THE LEADERS OF THE CHURCH!!) WILL BE REPEATED JUST AT THE END! SOP 1:306. RABBI FOLKENBERG - RABBI JOHNSON - RABBI GOLDFEIN - "THE CONGREGATION IS HOLY! EVERY ONE OF THEM!" RABBI FOLKENBERG is CRYING because the BEST they can do after FIVE YEARS of TRYING - the BEST is ONLY! 85% have "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" So we have to work HARDER to make "ALL THE CONGREGATION BE HOLY - EVERY ONE OF THEM!!!

THAT IS FOUND IN THE "SPIRITUALISM!" CHAPTER OF ANY EDITION OF "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" The "ASSURANCE!" of SALVATION is "SPIRITUALISM" THREE TIMES IN GC 560-1. 1884 GC 377-8. Do we have to WAIT until the "SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!" to find out that "I AM SAVED!" is "OF ALL SINS: it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE!" COL 154.

STARING THEM IN THE FACE - yet they throw ALL CAUTION to the WINDS - and LIKE KD&A - "WE ARE HOLY - EVERY ONE!" (NEXT-???) THE GROUND OPENING UP!!!
Reprinted of Flyer dated July 15, 1974

THE HORROR OF IT ALL:
I was told for many years – teach the TRUTH and let ERROR die out for want of attention. This can no longer be true – not even in a relative sense. This can only be TRUE if you have an INSTITUTION, a SCHOOL, where you have them TRAPPED, ready to respect and listen to you, the teacher.

But no Adventist has ever held meetings but that he has shown where SUNDAY-KEEPING, ALCOHOL-DRINKING, TOBACCO USING – is WRONG. And the BETTER he can show WHY it is wrong, the MORE the TRUTH will be impressed in their minds. For sometimes the TRUTH is very simple, and easy to be understood, once you get ERROR – OUT of the mind! Error can be winding, twisting, hard to corner, like the coiling and recoiling – of the SERPENT.

Adventist Ministers point BACK to CONSTANTINE forming a wedding between truth & error, Christianity & Paganism, in a "Love & Unity" likened in the Bible to spiritual FORNICATION.

BUT SOMETIMES – to be effective, we can PREVENT the extreme HORROR OF IT ALL – the "FUN" they think they are having now – LISTENING to that FALSE DECEITFUL PROPHET, who ALWAYS brings messages of "PEACE and SAFETY" to flatter and please fallen men and women so they do not TURN from their wicked ways. By promising them "LIFE!" As Satan did in Heaven, the Angels would enjoy a higher plane. DID THEY-?? This life is the answer.

SO SOMETIMES – to be effective, we must not point BACK to CONSTANTINE and what he DID way back when – but we must point AHEAD – to the Day of Judgment.

As the Bible speaks in terms of illicit "LOVE" and says "LOVE NOT!" For it was misplaced "LOVE!" that kept the people OUT of the ARK, and IN Sodom & Gomorrah, and kept them IN the Sabbath-keeping Church – JERUSALEM.

THE HORROR OF IT ALL did not sink in until the "LOVE!" of God was swallowed up in FLOOD, FIRE, FAMINE, SWORD, "WRATH UNMIXED WITH MERCY!" And not a "LOVE" preacher in sight! To fool any of them anymore. PP 86,95-104.
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FOR SOME, using Bible "LANGUAGE!" - the thought of a BLACK BABY - may cause them to bring their "UNLIMITED LOVE!" - under the CONTROL of REASON. And "LOVE NOT!" "Love NOT the World, nor the things of the World, for the LOVE of the WORLD - is ENMITY with God."

PEOPLE WILL DIE - for the "LOVE" preachers until the day that "LOVE" is swallowed up in the "SEVEN LAST PLAGUES" poured out without mixture of "LOVE!" or MERCY! When grace and love have fled - never to return. The Testimonies thus tell us, when we think of DOCTRINE, and what we LIKE or what we are liable in our weakness and sin to ACCEPT - we should keep the JUDGMENT DAY in mind. How often I think of certain ones - and the DAY of JUDGMENT - when we will find WHO was RIGHT and WHO was DEAD WRONG! And the day that cometh in which they will "AWAKE" to the dead-wrong "AWAKENING!" as they realize the - HORROR OF IT ALL!!!

AS THE LOVE-PREACHERS OF JEZEBEL'S GROVES -
with whom Elijah had to contend, once again their modern counterparts sweep the senseless multitudes into their net - salvation is EASY - BROAD IS THE WAY that leads to salvation. Sola fiddle-faddle "GRACE" and only "BELIEVE" and the blessing is yours! NO WORKS - NO LAW - NO EFFORT - NO WILL - NO OBEDIENCE!

ONE WOULD THINK - they would be smart enough to recognize the coils of the Serpent in that tree of Australian knowledge. But there is a fool born every minute - ready to join the line-up for religion WITHOUT, and NOTHING within! There are THREE SUPREME REFERENCES that show the fate of those who fell for the SOOTHSAYERS, the Sons of Satan the Devil!

(1) EW 282. No "LOVE" preaching now, the plagues are on, and instead of benevolent "LOVE" - they are greatly ENRAGED! And seek - what? They seek the Ministers. What Ministers? The Ministers that told them (Herbert W. Armstrong and SDA Maxwell) "You told us that ALL the World was to be converted, and cried, PEACE, PEACE, to quiet every fear...You have not told us of this Hour, and those who WARNED us of it you declared to be FANATICS and EVIL MEN, who would RUIN us."

(2) GC 656. These Ministers, had indeed - won the "MULTITUDES" who are now FILLED WITH FURY. (NOT "LOVE")
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"We are LOST!" they cry, "and YOU are the CAUSE of our RUIN;" and they turn upon the false Shepherds. (Watchmen – 1884 SOP 4:473.) The very ones that ADIMED them the MOST, will pronounce the most dreadful CURSES upon them. The very hands that once crowned them with Laurels, (Emblems of Victory!) will be raised for their DESTRUCTION. The SWORDS which were to slay God's people, are now employed to DESTROY their ENEMIES. EVERYWHERE there is STRIFE and BLOODSHED! (As they are rolled in their own blood. Do you begin to see the HORROR OF IT ALL – ??? Read on in this reference – GC 656 – read the pages AHEAD and also the pages AFTER. To get THE HORROR OF IT ALL – !!!

DID YOU PINPOINT WHAT BROUGHT – the horror of it all? What did they teach – ??? Both SDA MAXWELL and the book the General Conference is featuring over their largest telecast program – "Faith for Today" – ("Man the World Needs Most" – free from: P.O. Box 100, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360. Or BBH about 85c.) And Herbert W. Armstrong – BOTH teach: "You told us that ALL the World was to be converted, and cried, PEACE, PEACE, to quiet every fear." EW 282. Such lovely benevolent characters! Let us CROWN them with LAURELS!

But now the day has come, and finally it sinks in – these preachers took the thoughtless MULTITUDES – who finally see – THE HORROR OF IT ALL – !!!

"I saw that the Ministers did not escape the WRATH of God. Their SUFFERING was TENFOLD GREATER that that of their people. (Adventists everywhere are acclaming that MAXWELL BOOK – which is the same as the teaching of HWA & the JW's – UNIVERSAL SALVATION when Christ comes! TOO BAD – isn't it? That they are SEVEN PLAGUES – TOO LATE! For they DO NOT SEE THE COMING OF CHRIST! For SDA MAXWELL'S "Hospitals" and "Insane Asylums" come DOWN at "The Voice of God!" We go into more details in other papers – send for a FREE PACKET – but now that we see THE HORRIBLE ERROR – as we "CONTRAST TRUTH with ERROR" and follow EW 102 – EXAMINE the ERROR and the HORROR OF IT ALL – and now bring forth the TRUTH of what REALLY happens BEFORE CHRIST COMES! BEFORE these modern Magicians can work their MAGIC!)

"The WICKED had been DESTROYED, and their DEAD BODIES were lying upon its surface. The WRATH of God in the Seven Last Plagues...
THE FALSE SHEPHERDS had been the signal objects of Jehovah's WRATH. Their eyes had been consumed away in their holes, (For refusing to look at the truth!) and their tongues in their mouths, (For refusing to tell the truth!) while they stood upon their feet." (For refusing to stand for the truth!)

"AFTER the Saints had been delivered by the Voice of God, the wicked MULTITUDES turned their RAGE upon one another."

"The Earth seemed to be DELUGED with BLOOD, and DEAD BODIES were from one end of it to the other...(What Adventists no longer want to teach!)...The Earth looked like a DESOLATE WILDERNESS. Cities and villages, SHAKEN DOWN (By the "Voice of God!" EW 34,41,272,285) by the EARTHQUAKE, lay in HEAPS. MOUNTAINS had been MOVED out of their places, leaving LARGE CAVERNS. RAGGED ROCKS, thrown out by the Sea, or torn out of the Earth itself, were scattered all over its surface. Large trees had been uprooted and were strewn over the land. HERE-IS-TO-BE-THE-HOME... (OF THE ENGLISH JEWS "ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT" with headquarters in Ben-Gurion's TEL AVIV or WASHINGTON, D.C. - with SDA MAX-WELL? Did you READ his book? PASSED by all your book committees and your preacher, too-??? ) (Now FOOLING the World with YOUR MONEY - ????)

"HERE-IS-TO-BE-THE-HOME of Satan with his Evil Angels for a THOUSAND YEARS." EW 289,290.

WHAT DOES HIS RICHARDS SAY ABOUT THAT - ???

p.318-9. "The Earth will be CHANGED; at last there will be days of Heaven upon Earth. THE EARTH WILL BE RENEWED, unity will come again, and the Earth itself will become the PARADISE HOME of God's people. THE RESURRECTION to immortality WILL BRING all the redeemed of all ages TOGETHER in a PERFECT WORLD, where man's dreams of peace, life, holiness, and happiness will be fulfilled; where God will have ONE WORLD again, ONE GOD, one law, one element." HMSR - "GOD'S ONE WORLD." (BBH - $1.00.) See same in SDA BLACK POWER! EEC in "NO STRANGER NOW."

You say he teaches the truth elsewhere-??? Is that alright with YOU? Are you DOUBLE-MINDED ALSO-??? "CONSIDER - THOU ART A JEWEL"
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AND WHAT DOES GOD SAY ABOUT THAT - ???

What really happens at the "RESURRECTION TO IMMORTALITY?" It will bring worldwide "PEACE?" with JW-HWA-SDA-JEW-???. "When THEY say 'PEACE and SAFETY' then SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon THEM, and THEY shall not escape!"

"When the PROFESSED people of God are UNITING with the World, living as they live...and all are looking forward to many years of worldly prosperity, then, SUDDENLY as the lightning flashes from the Heavens, will come the END of their BRIGHT VISIONS and DELUSIVE HOPES!" GC 338-9.

"The MARK of DELIVERANCE has been set upon those that SIGH and CRY for ALL the ABOMINATIONS that be done." Now the Angel of Death goes forth..."and BEGIN at My Sanctuary." (BRINSMEAD for 16 of his UNBELIEVING years has been yapping away about coming "TO" - "AT" - "ABOUT" - the "SANCTUARY" - when JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH in the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE declares the door has been OPEN since 1844-!!! "As they by faith ENTER the Most Holy - they find Jesus." EW 254-6. This is the ANCHOR that keeps them! Safe and secure in the Time of Storm!

BUT WHAT DO THE MULTITUDE OF ADVENTISTS PREFER?

"I dreamed of seeing a temple to which many people were flocking. (Coming with their "Flocks and Herds" gathering "ABOUT" - "TO" - "AT" the Sanctuary - too UNBELIEVING to go IN!) Only those who took refuge IN that temple would be saved when time should close. All who remained OUTSIDE would be forever lost. The MULTITUDES without..." EW 78.)

NOW PAY BETTER ATTENTION TO THESE WORDS RIGHT HERE:

"Now the Angel of DEATH goes forth..."and BEGIN AT My Sanctuary." (Does this sound like it is safe to follow RBD-FTW-LH - Seventh-day Adventists at the General Conference R&H June 19, 1970 who followed the SDA AWAKENING "TO" - "AT" - and "ABOUT" the Sanctuary?)

WHAT HAPPENS TO THOSE WHO GATHER AT THE SANCTUARY-???

"Now the Angel of DEATH goes forth..."SLAY UTERLY old and young, both maids, and little children, and women: BUT COME
NOT NEAR ANY MAN UPON WHOM IS THE MARK; and BEGIN AT MY SANCTUARY. "...The work of destruction BEGINS AT the Ancient men which were BEFORE the House." (Did not have enough sense to come IN out of the rain and the storm of the Seven Last Plagues. Come IN to the MOST HOLY PLACE - the SHELTER from the time of storm! They preferred to come "TO" - "AT" - "ABOUT" and "BEFORE" the House! With the rest of the UNBELIEVING MULTITUDES of ADVENTISTS! Who would PASS, APPROVE, the BRINSMEAD - Dr. LESLIE HARDINGE General Conference freak show - rather than stay with the FEW and the TRUE who will give NO COUNTEANCE to those who would unsettle the faith of God's people in the Third Angel's Message which points the way INTO the Most Holy Place, which is the ANCHOR that will keep us from the many delusions of Satan! EW 78,254-6,261.)

SAFE ON THE FIRM PLATFORM! EW 258-9. OR ELSE THIS:

"SLAY UTTERLY...and BEGIN AT My Sanctuary..."They began AT the Ancient men which were BEFORE the House."...The False Watchmen are the FIRST to fall. There are NONE to pity or to spare." GC 656. 1884 SOP 4:472-3.

WHAT IS THE DUMB-DOG CHURCH AND A WAKENING TEACHING AS THEY ARE CUT DOWN-???

"The men with SLAUGHTERING WEAPONS...and BEGIN AT My Sanctuary. Then they BEGAN AT the Ancient men which were BEFORE the House."

"HERE WE SEE THAT THE CHURCH - the Lord's Sanctuary - was the FIRST to feel the stroke of the WRATH of God. The Ancient men (FROOM, MAXWELL, RICHARDS, FAGAL, EEC.) ... THEY SAY...He is TOO MERCIFUL ("LOVE") to visit His people in JUDGMENT. Thus "PEACE and SAFETY" is the cry from... THESE DUMB DOGS that would not bark. ALL PERISH TOGETHER...Those who had been regarded as WORTHY and RIGHTEOUS prove to be RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY and examples in INDIFFERENCE...Their wicked course He will tolerate NO LONGER, and in His WRATH He deals with THEM WITHOUT MERCY...THE SEAL OF GOD will be placed upon the foreheads of those ONLY who sigh and cry for the ABOMINATIONS done in the land... THIS SMALL REMNANT..." T5:211-3.

THEN THE HORROR OF IT ALL - will sink into the minds that
now choose to play it "INDIFFERENT" and NEUTRAL to the is-
sues and abominations now rampant in the Church.

THEY Couldn’T CARE LESS - !!!
"They seemed INDIFFERENT and CARELESS. They were not
RESISTING the DARKNESS around them, and it shut them in
like a thick cloud. The angels of God LEFT THESE...His Angels
LEFT THOSE who made NO EFFORT..." EW 270.

"...the same CARELESS, INDIFFERENT state, unable to ENDURE
temptations (Why should they? Is it not all by RDB-FTW-HEP-
-PENSTALL-MARTER "FAITH-???” “ALONE-???”) and RESIST
the enemy." EW 111.

"Those who have been regarded as WORTHY and RIGHTEOUS
prove to be RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY and examples in IN-
DIFFERENCE...and in His WRATH He deals with them WITHOUT
MERCY." T5:212.

"They seemed INDIFFERENT and CARELESS..The Angels of God
LEFT these..."They are JOINED to their Idols, let them alone,"
and they PASS ON...LEAVING these with their sinful traits UN-
SUBDUED, (Is it not IMPOSSIBLE according to the "NEW LIGHT"
from SDA HEPPENSTALL-RDB-FTW-1972?) to the CONTROL OF
EVIL ANGELS." T1:180-1,187.

THIS IS A LAST-MINUTE MESSAGE OF WARNING
that the SELF-CONFESSED "INCONTINENT" and "FIERCE" have
taken over the Church and Awakening. Who now ALL, under
the thumb and control of HEPPENSTALL-MARTER-CLEVELAND-
RICHARDS-FAGAL-MAXWELL-FROOM-BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT-
WRONG - with one united voice since March-May 1972 teach
with one accord with that MAXWELL BOOK.

NO CHARACTER-NATURE-CHANGE - POSSIBLE - TILL-CHRIST-
MESSIAH COMES! This is the all-new "ABSOLUTION-FROM-
SIN" sold in the T8:250 BROTHEL-HOUSE! You can FORNIMATE
till you lose all your marbles, DRINK it up, SMOKE it up, DOPE
till you land in a heap in the HOSPITAL or INSANE ASYLUM!
"WILDLY INSANE" MAXWELL will save you AFTER the Seven
Last Plagues, AFTER the "VOICE OF GOD" and the greatest
earthquake there ever was since the World began - the SDA
Hospitals and Insane Asylums will be all going "AS USUAL" -.
"All things continue as from the beginning!" These words strengthen their UNBELIEF!" T5:211.

You can be FILTHY but will NOT be "FILTHY STILL!" No! No! No! BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT-HEPPENSTALL-CLEVELAND-MAXWELL-FAGAL-BEN-GURION IN TELL AVIV - MOSHI DAYAN and BILLY GRAHAM, and all the rest -

NO SEALING! NO SEVEN LAST PLAGUES! NO CLOSE OF PROBATION! NO ONE IS FILTHY STILL! GOD "LOVES ALL MEN EVERYWHERE AND AS LONG AS LIFE SHALL LAST!" (Repeated over and over again by R&H - by VOP - by sentimental fools like old doddering Maxwell before he kicked the bucket! DO-YOU-BELIEVE-IT-??? There is then NO SEALING-??? NO PLAGUES-??? For God to "LOVE ALL MEN EVERYWHERE and AS LONG AS LIFE SHALL LAST-???" How CRAZY can you get-???)

Yet this is the SLUSH now pouring forth from SDA UNBELIEVERS - with YOUR tithes and offerings to this JEZEBEL LOVE-FEST IN THE GROVES-???

NO MATTER WHEN this paper reaches your hands - WRITE for other publications PROVING what the sons of Satan teach! Or are you one more who "COULDN'T-CARE-LESS-???" Then we will see you - in the Seven Last Plagues! (Which you now prefer NOT to believe in any longer! PROBATION OPEN TILL CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES, NO CHARACTER CHANGE TILL THEN!)

WE SHALL SEE! WE DO NOT HAVE LONG TO WAIT! "Sound an alarm in My Holy Mountain!" Let the true believers weep between the porch and the altar! The storm clouds are here! Find the shelter! HURRY!

This is a "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" production.
URIAH SMITH - THE ADVENTIST FALSE PROPHET

THE MOST IMPORTANT BOOK "ELLEN G. WHITE" EVER WROTE WAS "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" 1884 EDITION. URIAH SMITH DID NOT LIKE THAT BOOK - so he CHANGED it. He "NEW-MODELED THE CAUSE!" and put out his "URIAH SMITH 1888 EDITION" but bearing HER NAME! "PLAGIARISM!" IN REVERSE!

WHAT CHANGES DID HE MAKE???

STARTING WITH THE FIRST PAGE AND THE FIRST CHAPTER - HE MASSACRED THE BOOK-!!! MADE IT TEACH THE OPPOSITE OF WHAT "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" TAUGHT! TAKE YOUR CHOICE - DO YOU WANT THE ORIGINAL 1884 (VOL. IV) or do you want "URIAH SMITH!" and WHY-???

WHAT IS THE différence - ???

The book teaches the "DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM!" the "HOLY CITY!" "THE PRIDE OF THE JEWISH NATION!" 1884 GC p.18. "The cloud of WRATH that had been GATHERING through AGES of APOSTASY and REBELLION, was about to BURST upon a GUILTY PEOPLE!" 1884 p.20. "JESUS, looking down to the LAST GENERATION, saw the World enclosed in a DECEPTION SIMILAR to that which CAUSED the DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM!" 1884 p.22. (One of the "SEVEN HORRORS OF THE WORLD!") "THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION!" 1884 p.26.

"The SAVIOR'S PROPHECY concerning the visitation of JUDGMENTS upon JERUSALEM is to have ANOTHER FULFILLMENT, of which that TERRIBLE SCENE was but a FAINT SHADOW!" 1884 p.37. (See p.441.) (NOW WATCH THIS:) "As He WARNED His DISCIPLES of JERUSALEM'S DESTRUCTION, giving them a SIGN of the APPROACHING RUIN that they might make their ESCAPE, SO He has warned HIS PEOPLE of the day of FINAL DESTRUCTION, and given them SIGNS of its approach, that all who will may FLEE from THE WRATH TO COME!" 1884 p.38.

WHAT IS THIS SAYING - LOUD AND CLEAR - NO MISTAKE ABOUT IT-!!!

"BATTLE CREEK...a modern JERUSALEM that is NOT after GOD'S ORDER!" TM 254. "So Christ sorrows and weeps over OUR institutions of learning, that have FAILED to meet the demand of God. He comes to INVESTIGATE in BATTLE CREEK (SDA WORLD CENTER!) which has been moving in the SAME TRACK as JERUSALEM!" T8:67. "THEY SHALL BECOME A DESOLATION AND A CURSE!" PK 399.
"Here we see that THE CHURCH - the Lord's Sanctuary - was the FIRST TO FLEE the STROKE of the WRATH of God...THESE DUMB DOGS that would not BARK...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. (Try to WIGGLE out of THAT ONE and 40 MORE-!!!) "THAT HAVE FAILED to meet the DEMAND of GOD!" T8:67.

WHAT WAS OUR QUESTION-??? WHO HAD TO FLEE FROM THE WRATH TO COME-???

Or suffer the FATE of OLD "JERUSALEM"-???. THE LAST CHURCH! FLEE OUT OF HER TO SAVE YOUR LIFE-!!! HOW DID "URIAH SMITH!" FIX THAT UP-???. See it with your own EYES - his 1888 TRANSLATION - p.37. THE CHURCH! does not have to FLEE ANYWHERE!!! "SO HE WAS WARNED THE WORLD!" URIAH SMITH p.37. (TO FLEE!) OH! He fixed that up REAL GOOD-!!! 144,000 ADVENTISTS give "THE LOUD CRY!" and bring in that "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE!" that NO URIAH SMITH - MAXWELL - RICHARDS - FROOM - RABBI FOLKENBURG CAN "NUMBER!" GLORY BE! What a FAR CRY from THEM having to FLEE but instead take in "THE WORLD!" is to FLEE! (INTO THAT "CHURCH!" OF COURSE-!!!)

ORDINARY HONEST PEOPLE - SEEING THAT FAKE GC 37 WILL SAY - or most likely THINK without SAYING ANYTHING (Was that the INTENTION of URIAH SMITH and all those who put out that CHANGED FAKE - "THIS WOMAN IS CRAZY-!!!")

And they will not want to read ANOTHER WORD from "THAT CRAZY WOMAN!" The "WORLD!" is to FLEE WHERE TO-???. A CRAZY WOMAN and a CRAZY CHURCH-!!! READ NOT ANOTHER WORD! They have FLOODED the WORLD with THAT FAKE BOOK - and placed it in LIBRARIES WORLDWIDE! (BUT NOT THE 1884-!!!) NO! Will YOU put it in YOURS-??? "EVENTS-IN-THEIR-ORDER!" THE ADVENTIST CHURCH IS "GOING THROUGH!" "SR. WHITE SAID SO-IT!"

SHE SAID NOTHING OF THE KIND-!!! IF YOU HAVE THEIR BOOKS - BURN THEM UP-!!!

DO NOT BE GUILTY OF THE BLOOD OF SOULS!

THE TRUTH IS-!!!

"So He has WARNED HIS PEOPLE! TO FLEE!" "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"
"LAUGHING IN THE SPIRIT - !!!"

This PHENOMENON was PREDICTED in SM 2:...the first 100 to 200 pages. This is FAR BIGGER than any of us even DREADED! It is taking the World by storm. They built a special church for It in TORONTO - CANADA. Going "ROUND THE CLOCK!" This is the CENTER - it seems they have to come there to "GET THE POWER!" and take it back to their CONGREGATIONS round the World. Led by "PENTECOSTALISM!" (PROTESTANTISM not ROMANISM!)

WHEN IT REACHES ITS ZENITH:

It will be led by: "Those who have GREAT LIGHT and who have NOT walked in it - will have DARKNESS corresponding to the LIGHT they have DESPISED!" TM 126, 163, 229. "...REVEALING the NET of FALSE THEORIES, RELIGIONS, and PHILOSOPHIES which SATAN has spread to catch UNWARY SOULS-??? By thus doing the WORD OF GOD, we shall be LIGHTS IN THE WORLD - III" TM 282.

WILL THE TRUTH BE GIVEN BY ADVENTISTS - ???

How can they as the "SCROLL UNROLLS!" "DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND are IN-THE-CHURCH!" T5:210. Even to "THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" SM 1:204-8. THEY WILL LEAD IN THE FINAL HOURS! THEY WILL BE CUT DOWN IN THE PULPITS! "...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211.